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Abstract
The electrical breakdown strength of insulating materials is a major limiting factor of
reliability in electric power, medical devices, and other high electric field applications. Electrical
breakdown strength increase results in increased reliability and energy storage in high voltage
capacitors and other devices. If a correlation can be found between the breakdown strength and the
electric field distribution when a voltage is applied without electrical breakdown, then this may be a
critical step toward non-destructive electrical breakdown tests.
The generation and transport of space charge in high voltage stressed dielectric liquids are
not well understood or controlled. Electric field distributions, distorted by space charge, cannot be
calculated from knowledge of the electrode configuration, dielectric properties, and source excitation
alone. In this work, the Kerr effect, an electro-optic method based on field-induced birefringence, is
used to measure the electric field and space charge distributions between a pair of high voltage
stressed identical or different metal electrodes. The non-uniformities in the electric field can then be
mapped to determine the shape of space charge distortion of the electric field distribution for each
electrode pair configuration.
A large well monitored Kerr cell was built to replace a previously used small Kerr cell, and
incorporated many improvements to the systems measurement accuracy and repeatability. The
electrode pairs were combinations of similar and dissimilar metals. The similar electrode pairs
provided double checks of the testing process with the voltage polarity reversed. Software was
written to automate the testing process and collect data for processing. Pre and post processing code
was written to determine statistics for data analysis.
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Title: Professor
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Background
Electrical breakdown occurs when the electric field exceeds the threshold strength of the
dielectric under test. These experiments use a common industrial insulating liquid dielectric
known as transformer oil because of its use in transformers and other electric power equipment.
Electrical breakdown can cause arcing, damage, and failure to power equipment such as
transformers, capacitors, and switches. The electrical breakdown strength of insulating materials
is one major limiting factor in electric power, medical, and many other high voltage applications.
An increase in the electrical breakdown strength can result in increased reliability and energy
storage in high voltage devices. If a correlation can be found between the breakdown strength
and the electric field distribution when a voltage is applied without electrical breakdown, then
this may be a critical step toward non-destructive breakdown tests.
The generation and transport of space charge in high voltage stressed dielectric liquids
are not well understood or controlled. Electric field distributions, distorted by space charge,
cannot be calculated from knowledge of the electrode configuration, dielectric properties, and
source excitation alone. The measurement of the electric field in a dielectric medium is not easy
and straightforward like measurement of voltage applied across a dielectric. In this work, an
electro-optic method based on field-induced birefringence, known as the Kerr effect, is used to
indirectly measure the electric field and space charge distributions. When a voltage is applied
across a dielectric gap creating an electric field, the permittivities of the medium parallel and
perpendicular to the electric field direction are different. This causes the light wave to have
different parallel and perpendicular indices of refraction to the applied electric field. As the light
passes through the dielectric medium the parallel and perpendicular components of the light
develop a phase shift so that linearly polarized incident light would in the general case become
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elliptically polarized. The electric field can then be determined from the relative phase shift
between the two light components. The non-uniformities in the electric field can then be used to
determine the amount of space charge distortion of the electric field distribution for each
electrode pair measurement as a function of electric field magnitude and direction for each light
component. Past work has been done with various dielectrics such as, polymethylmethacrylate,
purified water, water/ethylene glycol mixtures, and propylene carbonate [1-4]. These
experiments in this thesis will use transformer oil as the electrically birefringent dielectric.
The configuration of these experiments uses a pair of metallic electrodes with either
identically similar or dissimilar electrode materials immersed in transformer oil inside the test
cell. The usual simple theory of an ideal parallel plate capacitor of infinite extent is that an
applied voltage results in a uniforn electric field across the gap. However, space charge injection
and fringing fields near the electrode edges cause non-uniformities in the electric field
distribution in space. The effects of the fringing fields are reduced by making the surface area of
the electrodes large and taking measurements near the spatial center of the gap. The distortion of
the electric field between parallel plate electrodes due to the presence of volume (space) charge
can then be measured by electro-optic measurements described in this thesis.
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Chapter 2: The Kerr Electro-optic Effect
2.1 Theory
Birefringence is an optical property of some media where the light parallel to an optical
axis travels at speed c // while light polarized perpendicular to this axis travels at a different speed
c-. When an electric field (E [V/m]) in the plane perpendicular to the direction of light
propagation is applied to a birefringent medium; the parallel (nil) and perpendicular (ni) indices
of refraction to the applied E field are different. The difference in the indices of refraction is
proportional to the wavelength (k) of the incident light and the magnitude squared of the electric
field (E2). The relationship is given by
n 1 - nI = 2 BE2 ()
where B is the medium's Kerr constant [m/V 2] and E2 is the square of the electric field
magnitude perpendicular to the light propagation direction. The applied electric field components
do not change the refractive indices in the direction of light propagation.
Laser POWZO DetectorLaser*
Kerr Meum
Figure 1: Basic configuration for the Kerr cell experiment.
The basic linear (plane) polariscope configuration is shown in Figure 1. The laser can
output linearly or randomly polarized light with amplitude eo and propagation direction 2 . The x
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and y components of the electric field will have the birefringent effects where nil is the refractive
index along the electric field direction and ni is the refractive index perpendicular to the
electric field in the plane perpendicular to the light propagation direction z. The incident
light electric field vector is:
+ = ex2 eyy(2)
where 2 and 9 are unit vectors in the x and y directions perpendicular to the z direction of the
light propagation. The applied electric field in the perpendicular plane to light propagation is:
E_ = Ex + Eyy (3)
If the transmission axis of the first polarizer is at an angle O, to the R axis, the electric field of the
transmitted light is:
el = eo[cos( 0 p) R + sin(0 p) (4)
The light propagates through the birefringent medium with a wave number parallel (k //) and
perpendicular (k1 ) to the applied field given by:
co
Co (5)
k -n,
Co
where co (3x1 08 m/s) is the speed of light in free space. After the light propagates between the
electrode's electrically birefringent medium length (L [in]), the electric field components gain
relative phase shifts related to k// and k1 . The light polarization after the Kerr Cell is:
e = eo(cos( 0 p) eikilL + sin( 0 p) eik-LY (6)
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which in the general case is now elliptically polarized. The light passes through the second
polarizer called the "analyzer," at an angle of OA to the 2 axis. The transmission axis 5 of the
analyzer is:
a = cos( 0 A)X+ sin( 0 A)Y (7)
The resulting light polarization is:
i = (62 -a) a
63 = eo(cos( 0 A)COS( 0 p) eikIIL + sin(lL A)
+ sin(O A) y]
sin( 0 p) eikiLy)LCOS( 0 A) '
and the transmitted light intensity I is proportional to the electric field magnitude squared where
the asterisks (*) indicates the complex conjugate of a complex number:
(10)
(1 1)
I c e 3
I oc e3xe*x + e3ye*y
I oc cos 4 ( 0 A) cos 2 ( 0 P)
+ cos 2 ( 0 A) cos 2 ( 0 p) sin 2 ( 0 A)
+ sin 2 ( 0 A)sin2 ( 0 p) CoS 2 ( 0 A)
+ sin*( 0 A)sin2( 0 P)
+ CoS( 0 A) CoS( 0 p) sin( 0 A) sin( 0
+ e- iklL+ikLI
(12)
Simplifying the expression using trigonometric identities yields:
I oc cos 2 ( 0 A - 0 P) COS 2 ((kii - k±)L8 p) cos
+ cos 2 ( 8 A + 0 p) sin 2 (kii k±)L
Noting that equations (1) and (5) can be modified to:
- (nii - n1 ) = (kii - k1 ) = 2 7 BE 2Co
The resulting intensity equation is:
I oc cos 2 ( A- 0 p) CoS2 ( 7 BE 2 L) + cos 2 ( OA+ 0p)sin 2 ( 7 BE 2L)
The added relative phase shift is represented as A<:
5
(8)
(9)
(13)
(14)
(15)
p) [eikl L-ik-LL
2A <= 27cBE2 L (16)
where:
E=IE ||= Ex2+ E2 (17)
An added phase shift between the parallel and perpendicular light components to the applied
electric field can cause the electrically birefringent medium to change the linearly polarized
incident light to elliptically polarized light. This process is analogous to mechanical stresses. The
phase shift (A<) can be measured by two crossed or aligned polarizers. In the crossed polarizer
case, the Op= 4 5 ' and OA=- 4 5' results in:
I oc sin 2 (x BE 2 L) (18)
The measurement of the incident maximum light intensity is not possible because the camera is
after the analyzer; therefore, the light intensity at zero applied electric field is measured and the
polarizer or analyzer are then adjusted to not be perfectly crossed to allow some light to be
transmitted with zero electric field. This allows the signal to be above the noise floor. The ratio
of light intensities is then expressed as:
IE (CoS 2 ( 0 A ~ 0 P) cos 2 (@ BE 2 L) + cos 2 ( OA+ Op)sin 2 ( 7 BE 2 L)) (19)
IE=O (COS2 (OA- O))
The light intensity ratio using linear (LP) and circular (CP) polariscopes with crossed and
aligned polarizers is plotted in Figure 2. The testing voltage region is from 10 to 30kV with a gap
spacing of approximately 2mm. The highest breakdown voltage recorded has been
approximately 50kV. The highlighted red and cyan vertical lines were at 24 and 48 kV peak
voltages and fall on the electric field axis because of the approximate 2 mm gap yielding an
applied electric field of 12 and 24 kV/mm, respectively.
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Figure 2: Light intensity ratio versus electric field for the crossed and aligned polarizers for
the linear polariscope (LP) or circular polariscope (CP). The 12 and 24 kV/mm electric
field is approximately 24 and 48 kV for a 2 mm gap, highlighting the tests operating region.
2.2 Space Charge Effects
The theory of an ideal parallel plate capacitor is that the electric field is constant across
the gap spacing. This assumes that the electrodes have infinite area and that there are no free
charges in the space between the electrodes. In practice, it is not possible to have an infinite plate
area. At the plate's end edges a fringing non-uniform electric field is introduced. This fringing
field can be strong and is not of uniform strength from one electrode to the other. In the
experiments, the plates are made sufficiently wide and long to reduce the effect of the fringing
field, and the region of interest to be studied is near the central region shown in Figure 3 far from
the electrode edges. The governing equation uses the absence of space charge that results from
the theory to result in an average electric field between electrodes that is approximately constant
far from the electrode edges.
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Figure 3: Electrode medium region of interest.
However, in the liquid gap medium (transformer oil) there is free charge. These free
charges when using particular electrode materials forms space charge in the gap. This space
charge affects the electric field distribution by changing the field strength as a function of
position between the electrodes. From Gauss's law relating the electric field E to the volume
charge density, p = V- (EE) = d(EE), where , is the permittivity of the dielectric medium, for onedx
dimensional electric field variations with position x. Electric field theory still holds that the
average electric field is approximately constant, equal to the voltage across the gap d.
Figure 4 shows various possible effects of space charge. Even though the electrodes have
the same voltage difference V, the field may be non-uniform due to volume charge, but the
average electric field between the electrodes is still Eo=V/d. The top left diagram (a) represents
no space charge injection and the electric field is uniform at Eo=V/d. The top right diagram (b) is
the unipolar positive (+) or negative (-) charge injection. The electric field is reduced at the
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injecting electrode of the same polarity of the volume charge and increased at the other electrode
of opposite polarity to the injected charge. The bottom left diagram (c) represents bipolar
homocharge injection where positive charge is present near the positive electrode and negative
charge is present near the negative electrode. The electric field is reduced at both the positive and
negative electrodes and enhanced in the central region. This case is of particular interest because
the electric field at the electrodes is much lower than the average. The hypothesis is that
electrical breakdown starts at one electrode and arcs to the other. If the electric field at the
electrodes does not reach the critical level for the electric field to arc between the electrodes,
then the voltage can be increased further without breakdown occurring. This results in higher
breakdown voltages and more reliable power equipment. The bottom right diagram (d) is the
bipolar heterocharge injection. The electric field is enhanced at both electrodes and depressed in
the central region. This case should have the worst electrical breakdown strength because the
electric field at both electrodes reaches higher levels of electric field so that breakdown occurs at
lower voltages. The verification of the electric field distribution can be done with Kerr effect
measurements. If the electric field is normalized to voltage over spacing, then the integration of
the normalized electric field [E/(V/d)] across the gap will always equal 1. The relationship
between electrode materials, impurities, and surface texture to an increasing electric field in
transformer oil can be used to find materials that allow higher voltages without electric
breakdown by having space charges of the same polarity near the same polarity electrode as
shown in Figure 4c.
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EEo= V/d E -
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(a) (b)
E E
o d 0 d
(c) (d)
Figure 4: Space charge distortion of electric field distribution between parallel-plate
electrodes with spacing d at voltage V so that the average electric field is Eo=V/d for all
cases. The electric field distribution of (c) is expected to have the highest breakdown
strength because the electric field is smallest near both electrodes.
2.3 Breakdown Theories
There have been many efforts to understand electrical breakdown physics in a variety of
liquid dielectrics. There are many theories because the molecular structure of liquids is not
simple and regular. Transformer oil is one of the most common dielectric liquids, but contains
over a 100 chemical trace compounds, various impurities, moisture, and suspended vapors.
Electrical breakdown initiates the transition from a liquid to a gas phase, which adds additional
complications to the understanding of breakdown phenomena and data analysis. Previous
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experimental work has determined that breakdown can be influenced by the experimental
process, electrode geometry, material, and surface treatment, suspended particles and impurities,
molecular structure, temperature, and pressure [5-8].
2.3.1 Suspended Particles
The impurities and suspended particles are a major factor in the electrical breakdown
strength of liquids. Rigorous cleaning of the liquid dielectric and test cell still cannot remove all
submicron sized particles in the system, and can even introduce some. The particles could be
fibrous or a droplet that may have moisture content and different relative permittivity than that of
the dielectric liquid. The particles can then experience a directed force toward areas of maximum
stress if the particle dielectric constant is higher than the dielectric constant of the liquid. This
force causes particles to align between the high voltage stressed electrodes forming a high
permittivity conducting bridge which could lead to breakdown. In the case that the particle is
fibrous with moisture, then further dielectric polarization occurs. If the fiber touches either
electrode, then the outward end acts as an extension of the electrode. This causes local field
intensification, attracting more particles that ultimately can lead to bridging the gap. The joule
heating of the particle bridge and surrounding dielectric liquid can also lead to electrical
breakdown [5].
2.3.2 Bubbles
Low density vapors can be suspended or generated in the liquid. The generation of local
vaporization can occur in a few milliseconds by injection of large leakage currents at the
electrode protrusions. Heat theory equations can be used to calculate the heat needed to vaporize
the liquid. If the system is near breakdown the cathode emission current is space charge limited
and proportional to an exponential relationship to the local field. The local energy input can be
expressed as the function of applied high voltage pulse duration and local electrical field
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strength. The critical breakdown electric field strength can be determined by relating the input
and vaporization of the liquid energies. If the liquid is degassed, its breakdown strength becomes
less pressure dependent. There are other possible theories that also can explain the generation
and release of bubbles that lead to electrical breakdown [6].
2.3.3 Temperature and Pressure
The effect of temperature on the dielectric's electrical breakdown strength depends on the
type and level of impurities. The breakdown strength of a no moisture or low moisture (dry)
transformer oil is relatively insensitive to temperature except at slightly below the boiling point.
This operating point has drastically decreasing breakdown strength most likely due to the
formation and growth of vapor bubbles because of the oil's decrease of viscosity and surface
tension at this high temperature range. The breakdown strength of low moisture transformer oil
is sensitive to the temperature changes over the full range of -20'C to 250'C (boiling point) [7].
The applied static pressure can also significantly increase the breakdown strength of an
insulating liquid. Depending of the dielectric liquid, if the pressure is raised 10 times higher than
atmospheric, the breakdown strength increases by approximately 50%. Pressure can affect the
suppression of pre-breakdown discharges, but under very fast impulse voltages (<0.05ps) it is
insensitive to pressure and temperature [7-8].
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Chapter 3: Experimental Setup
3.1 Hardware
The hardware for the experiment and measurements includes the optical elements, the
high-voltage power supplies, test cell, sensing equipment, data acquisition instrumentation, and
data analysis equipment.
3.1.1 Optical Apparatus
The generic optical apparatus consists of the laser, the polarizers, possibly quarter wave
plates, analyzer, and camera, as shown in Figure 5.
MarxGeneatorCapacitive LabviewMar GeeraorDivider Controller
Electrodes Trigger
P0 P Windo indow A CCDLaser 7
"INE Light path
z TTransformer oil
Vacuum pump Filter system
Figure 5: Experimental setup for Kerr electro-optic field and charge mapping
measurements.
Three different lasers were used depending on the application. The CVI Melles Griot
Model: 56RCS008/HS with power supply: 561MA020 is a linearly polarized diode laser with
wavelength 632.8 nm that can provide variable length pulses over a range of nanoseconds to
seconds. The intensity stabilized Melles Griot HeNe Model: 05-STP-901 is a linearly polarized
continuous wavelength laser with wavelength of 632.8 nm, rated average power of I mW, and
0.5 mm beam diameter. It takes approximately 15 minutes for the laser to stabilize its output
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intensity. The Quantel Ultra 30 mJ Model: U0532E030R020HN is a rugged q-switched ND:
YAG oscillator that is linearly polarized with pulse energy of 30 mJ @& 532 nm, 20 Hz repetition
rate, 3 mm Beam Diameter, and less than a 6 mrad Beam Divergence. The output beam is at
1064 nm wavelength that then goes through a manual variable attenuator (ULTRA OPTION
1064 nm Model: MNAU-OPT-MNA- 1064). The attenuated beam goes to the frequency doubler
that provides the 2nd harmonic (532 nm) that is used for the test measurements. Any reflections
from optical or other components back into the laser head should be prevented as it can severely
damage the components. The reflected light back into the laser can increase the laser energy
internal to the head causing stresses, high heating, and in some case melting of optical
components.
The 20x beam expander from Special Optics was first used. It expands the beam by 20
times. When used with the He-Ne laser the output beam diameter was 10mm. This beam
expander was not used for the experiment because vertical striations, due to small optical
diffractions in the lenses configuration, formed in the gap causing errors when processing the
data.
The polarizers are from Spindler and Hoyer with an extinction ratio of 500:1 and a
diameter of 3 inches. There are 2 sets of quarter wave plates. The first set is from Spindler and
Hoyer, and is designed for k=588 nm. The purpose of the quarter wave plates is used to make the
birefringence phase difference due to electric field magnitude more noticeable by not having
isoclinic lines which only depend on electric field direction, but do have isochromatic lines
which don't change depending on electric field direction. The second set is from Spectra Physics,
and is designed for k=532 nm.
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The light intensity is measured by an Andor Technology iXonEm+ electron
multiplication charge coupled device (EMCCD) camera Model: DU-885K-CSO-#VP Serial: X-
5326. The image area is 8x8 mm2 having an active pixel size array of 1004x 1002 yielding an
approximate pixel size of 8pm. The camera is cooled to -80'C, and sensitive enough to output I
electron per photon detected called a "count". The camera can be triggered internally via the
computer or externally via a 5V trigger pulse. The exposure time can be set internally and
triggered externally if needed. The camera saturates above 15,000 photons (at a gain of 3.7) or
approximately 50,000 counts, and careful attention to not overexpose the camera must be taken.
If overexposure occurs the signal pixels will be capped at the saturation level. This means that if
any addition light is passed to the sensor, then no changes in pixel values will occur when there
should be pixel value changes.
3.1.2 High Voltage Equipment
The high voltage equipment includes power supplies, capacitors, high voltage amplifier,
high voltage probes, capacitive dividers, multimeters, function generators, oscilloscope, and
related items. The Hipotronics Marx Generator 300 kV provided the high voltage pulses and was
configured with utility grade capacitors to modify the rise and decay times of the high voltage
pulse. A triple output (0-6V 5A or 0-±25V 1A) DC power supply Model: HP E363 1A was used
to power various control and sensing components.
The high voltage amplifier made by Trek Inc., model 20/20, can amplify a combined ac
and dc signal generated by a function generator up to 2000 times. The maximum input voltage is
10 V yielding a maximum output voltage of 20 kV. The output signal can be connected to the
feed-through on the top of the test cell. The function generator manufactured by Hewlett
Packard, model 331 20A, generates both ac and dc signals.
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Several voltage measurement devices were used. The voltage probes made by Hewlett
Packard Model 34111 A were 1000:1 voltage dividers that were read using multimeters and/or
oscilloscopes. The capacitive voltage divider was a Pearson Model: VD-500A. The frequency
range was 15Hz to 2MHz, usable rise time of 200 nanoseconds, and 5068:1 voltage division ratio
in oil.
The sensors were measured by LabVIEW hardware and the HP Infinium Oscilloscope
500MHz 1 GSa/s. The digital delay generator Model: 113DR (MOD) was used to provide delay
and trigger timing for various pieces of the test setup. The function generators were either
Agilent Model: 33220A 20MHz 1 channel, HP Model: 33120A 15MHz 1 channel, or Agilent
Model: 33522B 30 MHz 2 channel with arbitrary waveform generation and delay triggering
capability.
3.1.3 Small Kerr Cell
The small Kerr cell (6 inches tall and 8 inch diameter) was used for all of the propylene
carbonate measurements at the beginning of the research project. The research project started
doing Kerr electro-optic measurements with propylene carbonate because it has a high relative
permittivity of Er=6 4 and Kerr constant ~2x10- 2 [m/V 2] making the electric field easier to
measure, but is a semi-conductive liquid solvent not used in power applications. This thesis has
mostly performed measurements with transformer oil which has a low permittivity of Er 2 .2 ,
low Kerr constant of;2.2x10-5 [m/V 2 ], and is the usual dielectric liquid used in electric power
equipment. The Kerr cell is small and easy to manipulate for alignment when filled with
dielectric fluid. When conducting transformer oil measurements and breakdown tests the small
Kerr cell quickly resulted in several problematic issues that are briefly described and overcome
in section 3.1.4. The cell has a fixed rod in the bottom and moveable rod through the top that
each electrode screwed onto, respectively. The top cover can be removed to fill or empty the cell
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with dielectric fluid. The high voltage cable is connected to the top moveable rod. The alignment
of the electrodes to provide a parallel surface gap, in line electrodes, and secured electrodes that
could not move when applying high voltage was a tedious process. A picture of the small Kerr
cell is shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6: Small Kerr cell with optical components
3.1.4 Large Well-monitored Kerr Cell
The small Kerr cell had several problems. When voltages were high enough to cause
arcing, there was a high probability that arcing would happen between the electrode and the
grounded test cell because the electrodes were near the sharp edged window viewing ports. The
sharp edge causes a high electric field because the electric field lines want to terminate
perpendicular to the conducting surface of the small test cell. The close proximity of the
electrode ends causes non-uniform stressing of the glass windows. The small cell is more
susceptible to changes in the ambient temperature and moisture because the volume contains a
small amount of dielectric fluid causing difficulties in having uniform conditions for taking data.
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The processing and filtering of the oil requires the cell to be completely emptied, disassembled,
cleaned, refilled, and reassembled. The small cell size and design make it difficult to add
additional sensors. A larger existing chamber was modified into a larger Kerr cell. Further
improvements were made by adding additional sensors and alignment components that were not
able to be incorporated into the small Kerr cell. The large Kerr cell has an electrode holder that
provided some difficulties in repeatable and accurate alignment of the gap spacing because the
top moveable rod was difficult to secure and adjust accurately to provide the correct gap spacing.
The placement of the electrode gap was horizontal resulting in contamination and suspended
particles being trapped in the region of the gap.
The large Kerr cell shown in Figure 7 has a larger volume which allows for larger
electrodes making the light path along the electrode surface longer, thereby accurately measuring
the effect of electrical birefringence.
Figure 7: Large Kerr cell with utility grade capacitor used for substation power factor
correction.
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The electrode ends are farther from the viewing window and the opening ports have more
rounded edges. The changes in dielectric fluid condition due to ambient temperature and
moisture are less significant than in the small Kerr cell. The large cell can be heated and cooled
via a circular pipe containing cooling fluid that spirals around the outside of the cell, but this
functionality was not used. A filtering process was added to provide more uniform transformer
oil conditions. The variable speed magnetic drive pump was used to circulate the oil. The
circulating path is the pump intake to the cell bottom, 1p m filter, and pump outtake via flexible
tubing to the top of the dielectric fluid level 180' across from the intake. The dielectric fluid can
be filtered for long durations of time. A vacuum process was used to remove air bubbles
suspended in the dielectric fluid before Kerr measurements were taken. The presence of a
vacuum during the test allowed for any suspended particles formed after high voltage was
applied to be removed from the liquid volume between the electrodes. The cell had two vertical
rods inside the bottom that provided approximate alignment to the viewing windows. An
electrode holder was designed and built to provide accurate and precise alignment of the
electrodes. The holder design was an iterative process and the start and final holders are shown
in Figure 8.
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Before- Electrode Holder After- Electrode Modules
Change to
Modules
Figure 8: Electrode holder (beginning design) and electrode module (final design).
The holder could be adjusted manually, and placed the electrode gap vertical to allow for
suspended particles and bubbles to be easily removed from the measurement region. The large
size of the test cell can incorporate additional sensors such as temperature, conductivity, and
filter oil flow. The disassembly and reassembly of the cell requires bolts on the top cover to be
removed or replaced, respectively. Cell alignment can be difficult due to the size and weight
when dielectric fluid is added. Further cell alignment is provided via a gantry plate and turn
table. The gantry plate slides horizontally along two precision metal guide bars. The turn table
between the cell and gantry plate permits the cell to be rotated. Various ports into the cell allow
entry for additional sensors such as pressure, temperature, etc.
3.1.4.1 Oil Conditioning Equipment
A properly conditioned dielectric fluid is one main requirement for repeatable and
reliable Kerr electro-optic measurements. This includes fluid filtering, circulation, and if needed
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temperature and moisture control. In this setup fine-tuned temperature and moisture control was
not needed. A flexible input and output pipe circulate the fluid in the cell which can be manually
directed between the electrode gap to clear any particles that may be trapped. The oil is
continually run through a McMaster-Carr standard one cartridge filter (Model: 44185K65) with
canister filter (Model: 44185K41) rating of 3pm to clear any contamination particles that were
suspended in the fluid or introduced via various means. The filter has a gauge (Model:
44185K 11) indicator to show when the filter needs replacement. The filter and pump are shown
in Figure 9. The pump is a variable speed magnetic gear pump drive from Cole-Palmer with an
inlet and outlet port of % inch. Two control valves are used to isolate the pump, filter, and tubes
from the cell. This provides easier replacement of oil conditioning equipment, filling or
emptying of fluid, and creating a high vacuum without damage to the oil conditioning
equipment.
Figure 9: Filter canister (3 pm filter rating) and variable speed gear pump drive for oil
filtering and circulation.
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3.1.4.2 Electrode Holder
Electrode alignment is a critical but complex issue for accurate Kerr electro-optic
measurements. Proper alignment includes but is not limited to the electrode pair perpendicular
gap surfaces being in line, the gap surfaces parallel, the laser path in line with the viewing
windows, gap, and camera, and any surface reflections minimized.
Autodesk Inventor, a 3D CAD program, was used to design the improvements of the test
cell and electrode holder. A drawing of the test cell was created to accurately design the
electrode holder to tight tolerances. The range of gap spacing is 0-8mm due to the camera image
area. The iterative process yielded many improvements in the final version. The holder consists
of two Lexan electrode holder plates, a Lexan guide plate, stainless steel threaded rods, nuts, and
bolts. The back electrode surface (has electrode number and tapped bolt hole) is attached to the
plate via a bolt into the back surface. The two holder plates are attached together using threaded
rods and nuts, and the guide plate is placed between them making an "H" shape. The guide plate
is able to slide along the bottom 2 threaded rods and be locked into place with the stainless steel
bolts to provide perpendicular electrode alignment to the viewing windows. The plate holding
the electrode determined as the ground electrode is securely locked in place by "double nutting"
the plate on both sides. The gap can be finely adjusted and locked in place using threaded rods
and nuts. The electrode thicknesses are not exactly the same, therefore the other plate is
positioned to ensure the gap has the correct spacing of 2mm and the electrode surfaces are
parallel to each other. The guide plate is adjusted with bolts to align the electrode pair in the
viewing window. Once the components of the test holder are securely locked it is placed on the
two vertical rods in the large Kerr cell. The cell is then aligned (horizontally and rotated) to have
the laser in the gap, the laser reflections from the glass window reflected off from the gap, and
camera in the light path.
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3.1.5 Electrodes
The project acquired various electrode materials for testing. The table shows the list of
materials.
Aluminum
Alloy Tech Specs Numbering
(1) Most widely used aluminum alloy due to combination of strength, good
6061 corrosion resistance, and machinability. 11
(2) Anodized
(1) Most widely used aluminum alloy due to combination of strength, good
6061 corrosion resistance, and machinability. 10
(2) Chrome-coated
(1) Superior strength and good machinability. Most widely used aircraft
alloy. Addition of copper improves strength, but decreases corrosion
2024 resistance. 12
(2) Unpolished (mill)
(1) Exceptionally strong but still lightweight, with better corrosion
resistance than Alloy 2024 due to the addition of zinc. Use for aircraft
7075 frames, keys, gears, and other high-stress parts. 13
(2) Unpolished (mill)
Brass
Alloy Tech Specs Numbering
(1) Its lead content prevents successful welding but does provide lubrication
to enable high-speed machining such as drilling, milling, and tapping
360 with reduced tool wear and breakage. It is corrosion resistant and has a 4
smooth finish that readily accepts plating. Not heat treatable.
(2) Unpolished (mill)
(1) This weldable alloy offers good corrosion resistance for saltwater and
464 steam applications, as well as improved strength thanks to a high zinc 5
content. Not heat treatable.
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(2) Unpolished (mill)
Bronze
Alloy Tech Specs Numbering
(1) It is considered the workhorse of all high-leaded bronzes. Due to the
addition of lead, it is relatively soft and is readily machined into bushings
932 and bearings. With smooth finish and nonsparking. Not heat treatable but 8
corrosion resistant.
(2) Precision ground
(1) Most popular aluminum-bronze alloy, offering an ideal combination of
high strength and corrosion resistance. It is heat treatable and performs
954 well in applications such as pressure-bearing surfaces. 6
(2) Unpolished (mill)
(1) Most popular aluminum-bronze alloy, offering an ideal combination of
high strength and corrosion resistance. It is heat treatable and performs
954 well in applications such as pressure-bearing surfaces. 7
(2) Precision ground
Copper
Alloy Tech Specs Numbering
(1) Minimum copper content of 99.9%. Good electrical conductivity,
corrosion resistance, and high formability. Ideal for use in electrical
110 applications such as bus bars, connectors, and gaskets. Not heat 2
treatable.
(2) Unpolished (mill)
(1) Stronger, harder, and more wear resistant than pure copper. Difficult to
machine. Commonly used in mold making, cable shields, and welding
182 electrodes. Can be heat treated. 3
(2) Unpolished (mill)
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Iron
Alloy Tech Specs Numbering
(I) Features a close grain structure and moderately high strength. It has good
Cast machinability and responds well to fast heat treating. Excellent for valve
Gray bodies, bearing rings and seals, gears, spacers and bushings. 14
Iron
(2) Unpolished (mill)
Stainless Steel
Alloy Tech Specs Numbering
(1) Most widely-used. Good weldability and formability. Maintains
corrosion resistance up to 1500 'F. May become slightly magnetic when
304 worked. Not heat treatable. 22
(2) Unpolished (mill)
(I) Most widely-used. Good weldability and formability. Maintains
corrosion resistance up to 1500 'F. May become slightly magnetic when
304 worked. Not heat treatable. 21
(2) Brushed (#4 Satin)
(1) Excellent temperature resistance. Similar composition to Type 304. Low
309 carbon chromium-nickel (austenitic). 23
(2) Unpolished (mill)
(1) Higher molybdenum content provides better corrosion resistance than
Type 304. Low carbon chromium-nickel (austenitic). Good weldability
316 and temperature resistance. 24
(2) Unpolished (mill)
(1) Low carbon chromium-nickel (austenitic). Titanium provides superior
321 weldability. 27
(2) Unpolished (mill)
(1) High-carbon stainless steel offers good wear resistance and is one of the
440C hardest stainless steels when heat treated. 25
(2) Unpolished (mill)
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(1) High strength with better corrosion resistance than Type 15-5 PH due to
its slightly higher chromium content. Also known as Type 630. Can be
17-4 PH strengthened by precipitation hardening at low temperatures. 26
(2) Unpolished (mill)
(1) Sulfur and phosphorus increase machinability. Low-carbon chromium-
303 nickel (austenitic). Good corrosion, temperature resistance. May become 20
slightly magnetic when worked. Not heat treatable.
(2) Unpolished (mill)
Steel
Alloy Tech Specs Numbering
(1) General-purpose low-carbon steel, easy to cold form, bend, braze,
1018 and weld. 18
(2) Unpolished (mill)
(1) General-purpose low-carbon steel, easy to cold form, bend, braze,
1018 and weld. 15
(2) Nickel-coated
(1) Main alloy elements are chromium and molybdenum, which give it
good fatigue, abrasion, and impact resistance. Readily formed and
4140/4142 machined in its annealed state and can be heat treated to increase 16
toughness and wear resistance.
(2) Unpolished (mill)
(1) Main alloy elements are chromium and molybdenum, which give it
4140/4142 good fatigue, abrasion, and impact resistance. Readily formed and 17
machined in its annealed state and can be heat treated to increase
toughness and wear resistance.
Titanium
Alloy Tech Specs Numbering
Ultra
Corroion-(1) Commercially pure (98.9%) titanium, offering the best combinationi
rsitn of strength, formability, and weldability. 40% lighter than steel, it has
Resistant
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This work will highlight a subset of these materials that have been used in this research.
The materials selected were #1 Titanium, #10 Aluminum, #13 Aluminum, and #24 Stainless
Steel. Aluminum and stainless steel are typical materials used for making capacitors; therefore,
these serve as benchmarks. Titanium and unpolished aluminum polished are new common
materials that are being explored as potential alternates to the more commonly used metals for
electrodes.
3.1.6 Computers
The data collection and processing for this experiment was performed by three
computers. The Powerspec Quad core processor computer was used to control and configure the
camera and features. Image acquisition, collection, storage, and some pre-processing were done
via the Andor software and Matlab. The Dell XPS desktop quad core processor computer was
used to control the high voltage equipment, triggering of laser, camera, data acquisition, and
other experiment equipment, run LabVIEW, and collect, store, and pre-process sensor
measurements. The Dell XPS laptop was used to process the data collected from the two
previous computers.
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Chapter 4: Data Acquisition
Programs for data collection, storage, and processing were created and used in the Kerr
effect measurements. The source code is listed in the Appendices.
4.1 Andor Camera Software
4.1.1 Solis
The Andor Solis software is the program used to control and configure the Andor camera.
The temperature, acquisition mode, trigger mode, number of accumulations, series length,
exposure time, binning, and pixel readout rate are important camera parameters. The stabilization
temperature is -80'C and takes approximately 10 minutes to reach from when the program is
started. The acquisition modes of single scan and kinetics were used for setup and data
collection, respectively. In single scan, one image is taken followed by the clearing of the ccd
image area. In the camera's kinetics acquisition mode a specified number of images can be
taken; the ccd image area is cleared before the next image capture. The camera can be triggered
internally or externally by the computer or 5V trigger signal with greater than 200 Ps duration,
respectively. The number of accumulations takes the data from the specified number of images
and accumulates the infonrmation into a single stored image. This is similar to binning images
over time. This option applies to the cameras kinetic acquisition mode, and was set to 1 image.
The series length is the number of images collected in a single run, and applies to kinetic mode.
The maximum number of images recorded in a single run is a function of computer RAM
(example: 4GB of RAM ~ 150 images). The exposure time for the camera is able to be set to
10ts, but further testing showed that lms exposure has better capability of recording data. This
much longer exposure time is due to several factors, the acquisition mode setting and ccd image
area clearing time, the pixel readout rate, and the physical shutter exposure. If a continuous
wavelength laser is used, then the image area constantly has photons hitting the pixel. The pixel
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clearing rate at exposure times less than I ms has a high probability of adjacent pixels becoming
saturated (overexposed) with photons counted and overflowing into the pixel being recorded,
therefore the exposure time was set to 2 ns. Binning allows for the image to be spatially divided
into sub-regions, and the sub-region pixels are averaged into one pixel. A 3x3 binning takes a
grid of 9 pixels and averages the values into one pixel reducing the overall image from
1002x1004 pixels to 334x335. The pixel readout rate is the frequency setting of the analog to
digital converter. A higher readout yields faster reading of the information, and a reduction in
sharp changes between pixels. Comparisons of the 13 and 35 MHz settings were done and the 35
MHz yielded better results for the experiments because of the lower signal to noise ratio when
converting photons to electron counts.
4.1.2 Software Development Kit (SDK)
The Andor camera has a software development kit (SDK) that allows 3 party programs
to be used to configure the camera and collect, store, and process images. Matlab and LabVIEW
can be interfaced with the camera. A LabVIEW program was written though it was not used to
capture the images analyzed in this experiment because it was developed after the tests were
completed.
4.2 National Instruments LabVIEW
LabVIEW is a graphical programming language that can integrate with most hardware to
rapidly design and deploy measurement and control systems. It is a flexible platform that allows
for designing and testing of any size system, with the ability to reuse intellectual property and
refine processes to achieve the desired and optimized performance. The following section
headings are the program names. These programs were created to provide automation for the test
setup and pre-analysis of the data collected.
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4.2.1 Kerr Effect Simulation.vi
Kerr Effect Simulation.vi is the program developed and used to model light intensity
changes given various input parameters and optical configurations. Figure 10 shows the
program's LabVIEW's front panel with the inputs and indicators. The "gap size" is the spacing
of the electrode gap in millimeters. It is converted to the number of pixels by having a camera
image area of 8 x 8mm corresponding to 1004x1002 pixels, and is displayed on the indicator
"gap." The "left gap" input is the location (index) of the left edge of the gap. The "Kerr constant"
input is the assumed Kerr constant of the medium being used. The "voltage" input is the voltage
applied across the gap in volts. The "length" input is the distance that the light travels to
propagate through the electrodes on the path from the laser to the camera. The "voltage" and
"gap size" are used to calculate the average electric field, and displayed on indicator "E." The
"Kerr constant" and "Length" are used to calculate and display "Em." The "sig scalar" and "floor
scalar" inputs are the scalar gain of the signal and noise; respectively, and simulate the camera
light intensity value range. It is constant in the image, but the block diagram can be changed to
an arbitrary waveform. The "1o" graph display is the denominator of the light intensity ratio. The
"Ii" graph and "/Io" indicator are calculated and displayed based on the "lo" graph. The "ring"
input is a drop down menu of various polariscope setups to include: linear/planar (polarizer and
analyzer) aligned and crossed, circular (polarizer, 2 quarter wave plates, and analyzer) aligned
and crossed, and pre-semi (polarizer, 1 quarter wave plate, and analyzer) aligned and crossed.
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Figure 10: Screen capture of Kerr effect simulator program.
4.2.2 HV Control Test.vi
HV Control Test.vi is the program to control, troubleshoot, and diagnose the high voltage
Marx generator. Figure 11 shows the LabVIEW front panel of the program. The "lines" input is
the physical channel of the digital output port and line to be used to control the relays of the
Marx generator. The relays are normally open, and closed when a 5Vdc signal is applied. The
"reset" toggle switch controls the state of the high voltage off relay. If the switch is down (false),
then high voltage can be turned on via the equipment's "HV On" switch or by LabVIEW. If the
switch is up (true), then the switch will turn off the Marx generator no matter what other buttons
on the equipment are pressed. This is to help protect the user and adds another level of safety.
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The "HV On" and "HV Off' indicator virtual LEDs display the actual state of the high voltage
equipment. When a relay is energized the appropriate light is on. The "number" input was used
to control the "Boolean array" indicator. The "Boolean array" row indicator of virtual LEDs was
a test point for this program to determine if the machine state changes could be tracked. Some of
the possible machine state changes are machine ready, high voltage on, high voltage shutoff,
high voltage off, etc. This program was modified when incorporated into the LabVIEW data
acquisition program, and can be a sub program (sub vi) to provide modularity.
Dev1/port0/fine0:1#
Reset Nme
T OVOn HV of 0V
Figure 11: Screenshot of the high voltage equipment control program.
4.2.3 Oscilloscope Acquisition.vi
Oscilloscope Acquisition.vi was used to capture any waveforms needed from the HP
Infinium oscilloscope, and is shown in Figure 12. There are 4 channels on the oscilloscope that
can be read. The "VISA resource name" is the physical address of the equipment connected to
the computer network via USB, Ethernet, or GPIB. The oscilloscope has a GPIB interface in the
back; therefore, a GPIB to USB converter was used as the communications line to the computer.
The name of the device in VISA is automatically assigned and was GPIB device #7. The "x
increment," "x reference," and "x origin" indicators are used to display the data waveform
parameters of time increment, time reference, and time origin location, respectively. The
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"waveform data" graph displays the individual channels as different colors. This program does
not save the data waveform, but could be modified to achieve this.
Figure 12: Screenshot of the program to capture the data acquisition of the oscilloscope.
4.2.4 Generate Arbitrary Waveform.vi
Generate Arbitrary Waveform.vi is the program used to synthesize an arbitrary waveform
that can be used by the function generator other equipment. This program was used to provide
automatic control over the high voltage amplifier. Figure 13 shows a screenshot of the program.
The waveform displayed on the graph is the one of the quickest voltage pulses that can be
generated using the high voltage amplifier because of its limiting voltage change over time
rating. The sharp transition from positive to negative voltage of the particular waveform has a
voltage to time profile comparable to the Marx generators high voltage profile. The "VISA
resource name" is the physical address of the equipment connected to the computer network via
USB, Ethernet, or GPIB. The Agilent function generator has a USB interface in the back;
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therefore, a standard USB cable was used as the communications line to the computer. The
"arbitrary waveform name" input is a four character text that names the waveform to be
generated stored and uploaded to the function generator. The "serial configuration" input cluster
is used to initialize and set the communications protocols. The function generator used required a
buad rate of 9600, DTR/DSR flow control, no parity, and 8 data bits. The "gain" input is the
scaling of the signal; it was set to unity because the waveform to be generated was within the
range that LabVIEW's equipment can output. The "offset" input is the dc offset the waveform
can have. The range is from -5 to 5Vdc, and was set to zero to maximize the generation range of
the function generator and high voltage amplifier. The "time base" input is the time step
increment to use when determining the value placement of the arbitrary waveform. The "v" and
"dt" input arrays are the corresponding voltage and time point, respectively. These values are
used to generate the waveform, and are displayed on the "xy graph" graph. The "waveform
graph" displays the plotted output waveform.
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Figure 13: Screenshot of arbitrary waveform generator program that is used with the high
voltage amplifier.
4.2.5 Data Save.vi
Data Save.vi is the program to save any generic waveform displayed on a graph. It can be
used as a sub vi embedded in a larger program. Figure 14 shows the program that was modified
from the LabVIEW website for this particular application. The "number of acquisitions" input is
the number of waveforms to capture. The "number of points/acquisition" input is the number of
data points in the waveform to be captured. A simulator block generates the random signal based
off of the previous two inputs, and displays it on the "data" graph indicator. The "path" input is
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the location where the document will be saved. The "write text" and "read text" input and
indicator, respectively, are used to add text to the file and verify that the text was written to the
file correctly by reading it. The "path" indicator will display the path name when the program is
run. The "error" indicator displays the numeric error code if the program does not run correctly.
The "graphs" display and "# of graphs" indicator provides data on the file that is written.
Figure 14: Screenshot of the data saving program.
4.2.6 Pulsed Laser Warmup.vi
Pulsed Laser Warmup.vi is the program to bring the Quantel pulsed laser to a steady state
range in temperature and pulse firing. It can be used for generic laser triggering by specifying
different parameters. Figure 15 shows the screenshot of the program.
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Figure 15: Screenshot of the program to warm up and stabilize the laser.
4.2.6.1 Channel Parameters
The channel parameters specify the input signal for the program. If there is no signal applied, then
the program ignores this setting and continues with a simulated signal. The input physical channel can
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be set in Measurement and Automation device setup software or the program. The input physical
channel is the physical instrument channel attached to the M-series DAQ Card on the BNC 2120
connector box. This should be set to device 1 and analog input 1. This channel reads in the high
voltage waveform from the capacitive voltage divider. This channel is used to trigger the rest of
the program and other time sequence, but if no signal exists, then the program will continue with
a simulated signal. The scaling on the value is -10 to 10 volts which is the range that LabVIEW
can handle. Care must be paid to not exceed this range. During the positive and negative polarity
firing of the Marx generator the value typically ranged from -6 to 6V for a 30kV applied pulse
over a 2mm gap.
4.2.6.2 Timing Parameters
The timing parameters box controls the acquisition time, window range, and wait time. If
there is no signal applied to the analog input, then the program ignores this setting and continues
with a simulated signal. The "input rate" is the sampling rate of the analog input channel
specified in the input channel parameter. It is typically set to 1 MHz to provide a data point every
microsecond. The limiting value is dependent on the data acquisition card used. In this setup, it is
capable of being set up to 2Mhz. The actual input rate is the sampling of the program and
verifies that the set rate input rate is the same. The "Samples to Read" input are the number of
sample values desired to record the waveform. If the value is set to 1 million with 1Mhz, then the
sampling period to collect data will be I sec. The input "time between shots" is the time to wait
between two trigger events. In the case where there is no signal attached to the analog input 1,
then this is the time between the internal triggering of the program to the specified value. The
programs usable range of the triggering for the Quatnel laser is up to 4Hz. Modifications can be
made to get a higher triggering frequency, but this was not needed for the test configuration
because the system is fired around 0.022 to 0.033 Hz in a normal high voltage test. The "wait
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time complete" virtual LED light indicates when the wait time specified is completed. Once it is
complete the program starts the high voltage triggering process again.
4.2.6.3 Trigger Parameters
The triggering parameters are for defining when to trigger the equipment synchronizing
pulses based off of the high voltage pulse waveform characteristics. The "trigger source" is the
waveform to trigger from, which for the test configuration is the high voltage pulse waveform
from the capacitive voltage divider. It is set as the analog input specified in the "input physical
channel" and is the virtual reference trigger option. This option is available only on select data
acquisition cards.
4.2.6.4 Signal Generation
The signal generation defines the parameters for the output trigger signal. The output
signal provides the synchronizing pulse for the other test equipment. The "counter" is the counter
device selected which is located on the BNC-2120 connecter box. There are two possible
counters to synchronize two other devices independently or delayed. The "idle state" is when the
program is off or the output is not sending a pulse, and is set to low. The "frequency" input is the
profile rate of the output trigger pulse signal. A rate of I kHz is sufficient in the timing aspects of
generating a good output signal characteristic (waveform). Note that this is not the how accurate
in time the triggering can happen, that is based off of the data acquisition card. The "duty cycle"
input is the period that the output signal is high or low. The "number of pulses" determines how
many output pulses are needed. The "trigger edge" is when the trigger input from the "trigger
source" is received, with the generated signal triggered on the rising or falling edge. The "initial
delay" input allows for the generated output signal to be delayed by a specified number of
seconds. This was set to zero because the external equipment had the capability to delay trigger
other test equipment components.
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4.2.7 Pressure.vi
Pressure.vi is used to measure the vacuum pressure of the test cell. The preparation
process is that the oil filter is being run as the electrodes are added and the top cover is sealed. A
vacuum is pulled for approximately one hour to remove bubbles suspended in the transfonner
oil. The flow valves are used to isolate the system in order for a vacuum to be pulled. The
vacuum level is monitored using the program shown in Figure 16. The "pressure data" graph
displays the inside (white) and outside (red) pressures. The inside pressure is on the test cell side
of the vacuum flow control valve. The outside pressure is on the vacuum pump side of the
vacuum flow control valve, meaning that when the hose is attached this is the same pressure as
inside the test cell. If the vacuum hose is not attached, then the outside pressure is the
atmospheric pressure. The "outside" and "inside" indicators display the pressure sensor voltages.
The difference is calculated and displayed on the "difference" indicator.
Figure 16: Screenshot of the vacuum pressure program used for preparing the test cell.
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4.2.8 Kerr Electro-optic Measurment.vi
HV and Equipment Triggering.vi is the program used to run the Kerr electro-optic
measurements. A trigger voltage level of the high voltage waveform is the input to accurately
trigger the various test equipment down to 500ns. The program captures, scales, and saves the
high voltage waveform which can be processed offline. A screenshot of the program is shown in
Figure 17.
Figure 17: Screen shot of main data acquisition program.
4.2.8.1 Channel Parameters
The input physical channel can be set in Measurement and Automation device setup
software or the program. The input physical channel is the physical instrument channel attached
to the M-series DAQ Card on the BNC 2120 connector box. This should be set to device 1 and
analog input 1. This channel reads in the high voltage wavefonrm from the capacitive voltage
divider. This channel is used to trigger the rest of the program and other time sequence. The
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scaling on the value is -10 to 10 volts which is the range that LabVIEW can handle. Care must be
paid to not exceed this range. During the positive and negative polarity firing of the Marx
generator the value typically ranged from -6 to 6V for a 30kV applied pulse over a 2mm gap.
The Output Channel is the physical digital output port and lines that are used to control
the high voltage equipment. When port 0 line 0 is true a 5Vdc signal pulse with 2 second
duration is sent to the high voltage on relay. The high voltage equipment has a memory circuit
that keeps the high voltage energized once it is sent. After the high voltage waveform is
complete port 0 line I is set to true delivering a 5Vdc signal pulse of 1 second duration. The
states of the relays are displayed to provide indication and diagnostics of the program and
equipment.
The number input box labeled "Test" is the number of tests (high voltage waveforms) to
complete in a series. This value is set to 50 because it is enough samples to provide statistical
significance if needed. The current count is displayed in the "#" output box. The virtual LED
done light is used to display when the test series has completed the specified number of tests.
4.2.8.2 Timing Parameters
The timing parameters box controls the acquisition time, window range, and wait time.
The "input rate" is the sampling rate of the analog input channel specified in the input channel
parameter. It is typically set to 1MHz to provide a data point every microsecond. This value limit
is dependent on the data acquisition card used. In this setup, it is capable of being set up to
2Mhz. The actual input rate is the sampling of the program and verifies that the set rate input rate
is the same. The "Samples to Read" input are the number of sample values desired to record the
waveform. If the value is set to 1 million with 1Mhz, then the sampling period to collect data will
be 1 sec. The "pretrigger samples per channel" is the number of data points before the triggering
occurs. This is similar to a buffer, in the sense that there is a floating window of data being
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collected and when the trigger event occurs the program displays it. The input "time between
shots" is the time to wait between two high voltage pulses. This is to make sure that the system
can return to the original or steady state operation. In the cases of 20 and 30kV high voltage
pulses were applied this was 30 and 45 seconds, respectively. The "wait time complete" virtual
LED light indicates when the wait time specified is completed. Once it is complete the program
starts the high voltage triggering process again.
4.2.8.3 Trigger Parameters
The triggering parameters are for defining when to trigger the equipment synchronizing
pulses based off of the high voltage pulse waveform characteristics. The "trigger source" is the
waveform to trigger from, which for the test configuration is the high voltage pulse waveform
from the capacitive voltage divider. It is set as the analog input specified in the "input physical
channel" and is the virtual reference trigger option. This option is available only on select data
acquisition cards. The "slope" input is for determining when the trigger event should occur. The
setting is based off the positive polarity high voltage pulse. If set to "rising" or "falling" it will
trigger on the leading or trailing edge of the peak voltage. The "falling slope" input toggle switch
determines which polarity waveform to use for triggering. If the switch is true (up) or false
(down), then the high voltage pulse is negative or positive polarity, respectively. When the
switch is "up" and the "rising slope" the triggering will occur at the leading edge to the negative
voltage peak.
4.2.8.4 Signal Generation
The signal generation defines the parameters for the output trigger signal. The output
signal provides the synchronizing pulse for the other test equipment. The "counter" is the counter
device selected which is located on the BNC-2120 connecter box. There are two possible
counters to synchronize two other devices independently or delayed. The "idle state" is when the
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program is off or the output is not sending a pulse, and is set to low. The "frequency" input is the
profile rate of the output trigger pulse signal. A rate of 1kHz is sufficient in the timing aspects of
generating good output signal characteristics (waveform). Note that this is not how accurate in
time the triggering can happen, that is based off of the data acquisition card. The "duty cycle"
input is the period that the output signal is high or low. The "number of pulses" determines how
many output pulses are needed. The "trigger edge" is when the trigger input from the "trigger
source" is received causing the generated output signal to trigger on the input signal's rising or
falling edge selection. The "initial delay" input allows for the generated output signal to be
delayed by a specified number of seconds. This was set to zero because the external equipment
had the capability to delay trigger other test equipment components.
4.2.8.5 Waveform (Voltage) Initialization and Capture
The trigger and waveform parameters determine the characteristics of the voltage
waveform pulse and when an event trigger occurs. The "trigger voltage" input is the waveforms
voltage setting for when the program synchronizes all the equipment. It's range is not limited by
the program, but by the physical hardware of the system. Typically the range is set between -50
to 50kV depending on the high voltage pulse polarity. There is increased capability of the
program by triggering from voltage instead of by time. The Marx generator cannot reliably
produce precisely timed high voltage pulses on the order of nano to microseconds range based on
triggering the system, and there are frequent false triggers because of critical spacing distance
needed by the arcing switches. The precision of triggering of the rest of the test equipment can be
done on this nano to microsecond time scale via the program. In addition, this provides more
accurate, precise, and reliable results because triggering at a known voltage brings about the
desired voltage over spacing, electric field. The "signal voltage" output is an indicator for what
the expected trigger voltage value from the capacitive voltage divider, and is in units of volts.
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The "start" input is the voltage value used to prevent false triggers. In the first 5 microseconds,
the high voltage pulse has significant ringing and transients. The time duration of these pulse
values are on the order of several nanoseconds. The false triggering is significantly reduced by
using a value of -0.2 or 0.2 for positive or negative polarity, respectively, and has the units of
volts because it's the high voltage pulse waveform signal from the capacitive divider. If the
desire is to trigger at the start of the high voltage pulse, then set the start value to 0 and the
trigger voltage to a low voltage. The "hysteresis" indicator shows the input signal voltage pulse
value that must be reached in order to trigger. The "cap ratio" is the ratio of the high voltage
capacitive voltage divider. The device measured in the lab had a ratio of 5068:1 for transformer
oil. The "timeout" input is how long the program waits before stopping if no high voltage pulse
is seen. This is for safety and troubleshooting if the program freezes. The "+ peak value" and "-
peak value" are the largest magnitude positive and negative values of the voltage waveform. The
"+ index" and "- index" are the time at which the peak value was recorded.
4.2.8.6 Data Saving
The data saving section takes the waveform displayed on the measurement graph and
saves it to a specified location and name. The "start path" input is the path location of where the
files will be saved. The "record data" button determines if data will be record. In the off state
(not lighted => false) the data will still be displayed, but not saved. The "test start #" is used to
automatically generate the file number. It is incremented after each high voltage pulse. The "file
number recorded" is the name of the file recorded to verify it is correctly named. The "stop"
button is to stop the running program.
4.3 Matlab
See Kerr measurement data processing in the Appendix.
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Chapter 5: Data Analysis
5.1 Image Description
5.1.1 Andor Image
The Andor camera acquires the image and does some pre-processing to reduce the
background noise. The light intensity data from the camera is used to calculate the electric field
distribution. In the kinetic series acquisition mode, the first 2 images are used as starting points
for calculating the background noise, and should be discarded from the data set to be processed
in Matlab because the exposure time is different than the setting. The images recorded after these
first 2 are good data to be processed. Figure 18 shows an annotated generic image captured from
the software. The scale is on the top of the figure and the color spectrum is used to show the light
intensity (black being lowest light intensity and yellow being the highest light intensity). If gray
scale was used black would still be the lowest intensity and white would be the highest. In the
250 pixel gap it would be different intensities of gray.
The image is saved from the Solis camera software. The saved image is an ascii file that
can be opened using notepad or any text editor. The data is the 1004x 1002 pixel image area.
Matlab has the ability to read this file type. The naming nomenclature of the raw data file is the
first two digits are the high voltage electrode (01=> 91, 10, 13, 24), the next two digits are the
ground electrode (0I=> 91, 10, 13, 24), the next digit is positive (1) or negative (0) polarity, the
next two digits are the peak waveform voltage in kilovolts (20 or 30), the next three digits is the
time delay of the laser without the fixed 140ps laser firing delay (000, 100, 250, or 400ps), the
final four digits are the shot number (0001-0100). The test series consists of 100 images; with the
odd and even images are background (bk) (without high voltage) and high voltage (hv),
respectively. The date, time, electrode pair combination, acquisition mode, exposure time, and
waveform file name are recorded in the info.txt file.
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Figure 18: Andor image for Solis software.
The processing time can be calculated based on the known acquisition parameters. An
image frame is 1002x1004 pixels. There are 100 frames per test. A test is one electrode pair at
one voltage, time, and polarity. There are 20 combinations of electrode pairs shown in Table 1.
The corresponding negative symbols and highlighted boxes notes that the Marx generator reverse
polarity can be used to yield a new combination pair without removing the electrodes from the
holder. For example the two red colored boxes mean that if the positive and negative electrodes
are #10 Aluminum Chrome-Coated and #1 Titanium; respectively, then when the polarity is
reversed on the Marx generator it will be the combination of #1 Titanium and #10 Aluminum
Chrome-Coated as the positive and negative electrodes, respectively. The 20 total combinations
are from the four positive and negative electrodes yielding 16 with four double checks of the
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similar electrode pairs. Each pair was done at 4 different delayed time points. The delayed time
triggering of the pulsed laser was 0, 100, 250, and 400ps. The time from triggering the laser to
when the light pulse is actually outputted has a constant delay of 140gs. This results in the laser
firing with respect to the high voltage waveform at 140, 240, 390, and 540ps. The total number
of tests and images processed are 160 and 16,000, respectively. The time to collect data for a test
was reduced from 2 weeks down to 1 hour. This significant reduction was made possible by
automation with LabVIEW and processing with optimized code in Matlab.
Table 1: Electrode combinations and reverse polarity correlations
10 Aluminum 13 Aluminum
1 iaim 24 Stainless Steel Cek
Electrodes + and - t Chrome-Coated Unpolished on aibSp e
1 Titanium Checks
10 Aluminum
Chrome-Coated Checks-
13 Aluminum
Unpolished -Checks
24 Stainless Steel Checks
5.1.2 Matlab
Matlab was used to process the images and a filtering algorithm based on a subspace
iterative approach which was developed for this application. Two edge detection methods were
developed to determine the location of the electrode's surface.
5.1.2.1 Filter Design
There are two characteristics about the application that can be exploited. First, the laser
output intensity can vary significantly over the output area. This variation is impulsive and is
similar to "salt and pepper" noise. To reduce the speckle noise of impulsive laser pixel values
different types of filters (low pass, average, median, and wiener filter of various sizes) were
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selected and examined. In addition, some dust particles in the air and on the optical elements can
contribute to the non-random location of speckle impulses. Second, the electric field close to the
electrode can be higher or lower than the average electric field, meaning the light ratio is higher
or lower, respectively. However, the light intensity and ratio naturally becomes lower as looking
at the section getting closer to the electrode surface because the electrode edges are rounded and
the electrode begins to block the laser light path. Edge detection methods can be used to find the
vertical edge of the electrode surface. This makes determining the change in intensity ratio more
accurate at the electrode surface.
The image chosen (shown as the left one in Figure 19) is one of the worst of the data set.
It has two circular regions, which is dust on the optical elements. The light intensity is low (0-
900 photons) compared to other pictures, and the range seen is 0-16,000 photons. The diagonal
striations appear to be larger than expected. The left image is the background when the polarizer
and analyzer are almost, but not completely crossed to allow some light to come through. The
right image is with high voltage; therefore, the light intensity is much higher than the left.
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Figure 19: Light intensity with not completely crossed polarizers with no HV (left) and HV
(right). Dust particles are present as the round shapes near row pixel 410. Note: The
different scales are due to the light intensity being higher when HV is present.
An average, low pass, separable median, block median, and Wiener filter of various sizes
were selected and examined. The separable average filter of length 3 and 5 were comparable, and
did a marginal job. The image was smoothed as expected, but did not remove the dust particles.
It was not expected that the diagonal striations would become more apparent. The low pass filter
had similar performance to the average filter, spread out and smoothed the noise, and reduced the
diagonal striations. The separable and block median filter of length and size 3; respectively,
preserved the electrode edges and removed most speckled noise. The median filter removed
some of the dust particles; it did not do as good a job as originally hypothesized. This could
partially be attributed to the dust being fairly large in size relative to the filter window used. If a
larger filter size was chosen, then the dust would be removed more, but forced contours start to
appear. The Weiner filter had the best performance. Its adaptive pixel region process preserved
the electrode edge, removed impulsive values, and slightly reduced the diagonal striations and
dust particles. Various region sizes from 3x3 pixels to 50x50 pixels were tested and 25x5 pixels
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was chosen for the best performance. It was expected that the window being taller than wider
works best because the light intensity ratio of pixels in the vertical direction should be similar.
The Wiener filter (shown in Figure 20) provided the best performance and did a good job at
providing an enhanced image by removing part of the dust, impulsive light noise, diagonal
striations, and preserved the edge. When displaying these images, quantization of the pixels
occurs because the display has a range of 0 to 255 in R, G, and B whereas the data has a range
from 0 to 16,000. This means that significant quantization occurs on the display, but the filtering
process is done on the raw data not the displayed image.
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Figure 20: Wiener filter applied to the original image. The left image is the original, middle
is the filtered version, and the right is the original image minus the filtered image.
5.1.2.2 Edge Detection Design
Two edge detection methods were developed to determine the surface of the electrode
edge. The gap spacing was measured via calipers, and the electrode holder was adjusted to make
sure the gap was approximately 2mm. The ccd image area is known and one pixel's distance is
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8ptm, therefore, the gap is approximately 250 pixels. A subset of edge locations was determined
via an observer. This subset was compared to the edge detection algorithms.
The first method was a floating window summation to determine the pixel at the
maximum window value. In this process a window range is define by the number of pixels of the
gap, which was typically 250 pixels. The forward window is shifted one pixel at a time across
the images x direction to determine the pixel sum of the window. This sum is plotted based on
position. The pixel index that yields the maximum window value is determined as the left edge.
The process is repeated using a backwards window to determine the right edge. These two steps
are done for the background and high voltage image of each test. The two left and right edge
values are compared to each other to see if there is discrepancy between the background and high
voltage images. Figure 21 shows a plot of an image processed this way.
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Figure 21: Edge detection using maximum sum of forward and reverse windows.
The second process used edge detection image processing techniques. Gradient vertical
Sobel, Prewitt, Canny, Roberts, and Laplacian edge detection methods were used. It is known
from the image that the electrode surface is in the vertical direction. The gradient based method
using a vertical Sobel detector worked very well as expected. The detector is designed to find the
differences in the vertical direction without attenuation, and clearly both edges are seen. The
Prewitt located the right edge, but not the left. If the edge thinning threshold was reduced, then
the left edge could be seen, but the middle region would have a significant amount of possible
edges. The Canny located the left edge with strong confidence, but the right edge was
significantly smaller. If the threshold was reduced the same effect as with Prewitt was seen. The
Sobel, Prewitt, and Canny are shown in Figure 22. In the left image, a good vertical edge pattern
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distribution of the left and right electrode edges are shown. The middle image shows the left
edge, but there are many false edges detected; therefore the Prewitt filter is not good. The right
image of the Canny filter shows the left edge well, but the right edge not as much. This means
that the gradient vertical Sobel or Canny edge detection filters are best for the application. The
"nz" means the number of non-zero values. The gradient vertical Sobel shows the most edge
with the least number of non-zero values.
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Figure 22: Vertical Sobel, Prewitt, and Canny edge detectors.
The Robert and Laplacian detectors did not work well. Roberts is a non-directional edge detector
and with a small number of detector values. It is not suited for the application because the image
is known to have only vertical edges. The Laplacian tends to force many edges, and the thinning
process of the forced possible edges resulted in it having bad performance. The next step is to
find the edge pixel which is to sum all the values in the columns and determine which index in
the row has the highest number. This will correspond to the edge. In addition, a statistical
analysis can be done to improve the chosen pixel, but this was not done in this work.
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The Wiener filter and gradient based vertical Sobel edge detector achieved good results.
Further filtering can be done by taking more images and statistically classifying the noise
process. This additional complexity could result in improved data analysis.
5.2 Similar Electrode Combinations
A check of the data was done for each image. It is expected that the same material
electrode pair will result in approximately the same electric field distribution at the same voltage
and time the image was taken.
Titanium as the positive and negative electrode is shown in Figure 23. The voltages are at
20 and 30 kV peak and the time is 140pjs.
+ Electrode Titanium and - Electrode Titanium
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Figure 23: Same titanium electrode pair material at 2 different voltages but at same time.
The negative (-) and positive (+) in the legend is to illustrate that the electrode pair was reversed
in polarity using the Marx generator. Therefore, the electrode pair did not have to be physically
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removed and flipped in the electrode holder. This ensures that the gap stayed at the same spacing
for each test series. The positive and negative electrodes are on the left and right, respectively.
The blue and green curve pair and red and cyan curve pair shows that for similar materials the
normalized electric field distribution curve is approximately the same for similar voltages and
time.
Figure 24 is another example that the profile of the positive and negative polarities is
similar for identical materials.
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Figure 24: Same aluminum electrode pair material at 2 different voltages, but at same time.
The next check is that there should not be sharp discontinuity transition changes between
different time steps. An example of an inaccurate sharp transition between a generic electrode
pair would be if the normalized electric field waveform has no space charge at 140pts, unipolar +
charge at 240pis, unipolar - charge at 390pis, and heterocharge at 540pis. The time scale of the
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experiments is faster than the time needed for charge to build up and move to sharp transitions. It
is expected that the normalized electric field waveform profile will keep the same charge profile,
but the magnitude will change over time. Figure 25 is for a pair of titanium electrodes and Figure
26 shows plots for the aluminum chrome coated electrodes. The subplots show the different
voltages and each curve at the same 4 times. It can be seen that the normalized curve profiles
trend the same way and that the difference between curves at different times is mainly in the
magnitude of the trend.
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Figure 25: Titanium electrode pair at different voltages and times.
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Figure 26: Aluminum chrome-coated electrode at different voltages and times.
The last check that can be performed is the area under the curve of the normalized
electric field across the normalized gap space which should be 1. This was done for each test. A
test is one electrode pair (20 combinations), voltage (20 or 30 kV), polarity (positive or
negative), and time (140, 240, 390, or 540 ps). Figure 27 shows a plot of the error percentage
from the expected integration value of I for each of the 160 tests. For example, test number 119
has an error of approximately 1.2% in the integration of the gap, meaning the integration area
was approximately 1.012 instead of 1. A list of all the test names is provided in the Appendix.
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Figure 27: Error percentage of integration check of area under the curve for each test.
5.2.1 Constant Electric Field Distributions
The stainless steel alloy 316 showed a near constant electric field distribution (Figure 28).
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Figure 28: Almost constant distribution with very little space charge.
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5.2.2 Unipolar Field Distribution
There were no similar electrode pairs that exhibited the unipolar field distribution.
5.2.3 Heterocharge Field Distribution
The aluminum chrome coated electrode pair showed a heterocharge electric field
distribution (Figure 29).
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Figure 29: Heterocharge field distributions.
5.2.4 Homocharge Field Distribution
The titanium electrodes pair showed a slight homocharge field distribution (Figure 30).
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Figure 30: Homocharge field distributions.
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5.3 Dissimilar Electrode Combinations
5.3.1 Constant Electric Field Distribution
The following images are cases of no or very little space charge injection.
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Figure 31: Aluminum Unpolished and Titanium showed approximately constant electric
field distributions (small amount of space charge).
The Titanium and Stainless Steel under both polarities seemed to also show very little
charge injection as well.
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Figure 32: An approximately constant electric field distribution.
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Figure 33: An approximately constant electric field distribution.
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5.3.2 Unipolar Field Distribution
The aluminum chrome coated and titanium electrode pair showed a positive unipolar
distribution in the 20kV case (Figure 34). The Marx generator was setup in the negative polarity
configuration.
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Figure 34: Positive unipolar field distributions near both electrodes with negative charge in
the middle region.
The stainless steel and aluminum chrome coated electrode pair showed the negative
unipolar distribution (Figure 35).
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Figure 35: Negative unipolar field distribution.
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5.3.3 Heterocharge Field Distribution
The aluminum unpolished and aluminum chrome coated showed a slight heterocharge
field distribution (Figure 36).
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Figure 36: Heterocharge field distribution.
5.3.4 Homocharge Field Distribution
The titanium and aluminum chrome coated showed a homocharge field distribution
(Figure 37). The lower plot of Figure 37 shows a slight amount of negative charge near the
positive electrode, but this charge quickly reverses polarity in space.
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Figure 37: Mostly homocharge field distributions near electrodes.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Recommendations
The data shows that of the 4 electrodes, the homocharge field distribution was found in
the similar and dissimilar electrode combinations. In the similar electrode combination of
titanium the electric field was reduced by approximately 10% at the electrode in some cases. In
the dissimilar electrode combination of titanium and aluminum chrome coated as the positive
and negative electrodes, respectively, the electric field was reduced at the electrodes by
approximately 5%. Therefore, of the 16 electrode pair combinations the titanium as the positive
and negative electrode provided the best results for increasing the breakdown strength. The
breakdown tests and Kerr measurements of other electrode combinations can be done as possible
future work. In addition, quicker Kerr electro-optic measurements can be done on more electrode
pair combinations because the process developed and implemented reduced the collection and
processing time of one test taking approximately 2.5 weeks down to 2 hours.
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Appendix
A. Data Acquisition Software Code
HV Control Test.vi
RTrue
HV On
HV off
one channel for each line Di ital DigitalD Bool
NWhan 15ampj
number Boolean array
st
Oscilloscope Acquisition.vi
Data
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Generate Arbitrary Waveform.vi
%Arb Waveor
%Data
U=d 2u.d), 3=2.d(2);t4=t3+dt(3);, t5=te-dt(4k
V=[(V) V(2) V(3) V(3) V(4)L
i=VI2 3am is
tim=Iinspace(mi(t).mxKt,1detA),
Y= (interp1 (tVbtime,'lna')/scae;
Artutry Wv.or Nam E -
a (i00V)1E]m
Open file dialog window and Generate array of time stamped random data with tab delimiter and Close file and
create new file or replace write to file. 500ms delay has been added to loop to free processor check for errors.
existing file. time and show variance in time stamp.
Set number of points to acquire
and number of acquisitions.
Path
Text Read Text
Pulsed Laser Warmup.vi
FD
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Pressure.vi
data
stop
Kerr Electro-Optic Measurement.vi
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B. Data Analysis Software Code
Matlab Code for the Polariscope Configuration
%Title: Jones Matrix Optics Code
%Date Started:2012/10/18
%Date Revised:2012/10/19
%Programmer: Kendall Nowocin
%.Purpose: Takes the light polarization and determines the polarization
%after various optical components
clear; clc
%Initial Parameters
%Rotation on a Jones Matrix is Rt*JonesMatrix*R
theta=sym('theta, 'real'); %Theta should be in radians
R=[cos(theta) -sin(theta); sin(theta) cos(theta)];
Rt=R';
%Standard Jones Matrices
Mpvert=[0 0; 0 1];
Mphorz=[l 0; 0 0]; %Polarized in vert. and horz. direction
Mqvert=exp(j*pi/4).*[l 0; 0 -j]; %Quarter Waveplate fast vertical axis
Mqhorz=exp(j*pi/4).*[l 0; 0 j]; %Quarter Waveplate fast horizontal
K=sym('K','real');
x=0;
x=sym(x);
Mload=[exp(j*x)*(cos(theta)) .^2+exp(j*K)* (sin(theta)).^2 (exp(j*x)-
exp(j*K))*cos(theta)*sin(theta); ...
(exp(j*x)-exp(j*K))*cos(theta)*sin(theta)
exp(j*x)*(sin(theta)).^2+exp(j*K)*(cos(theta)).^21;
%[cos(K)-j*sin(K) 0; 0 cos(K)-j*sin(K)];%exp(-j*K)];
%iFrom the IIT lecture on circular polariscope (CP)
deltan=sym('deltan', 'real'); %deltan=2*pi*B*L*E^2 phase shift
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q2=[1 -j; -j 1]; %1/sqrt(2) comes out as a scalar
load=[cos(deltan/2)-j*sin(deltan/2)*cos(2*theta) -
j*sin(deltan/2)*sin(2*theta); ...
-j*sin(deltan/2)*sin(2*theta)
cos(deltan/2)+j*sin(deltan/2)*cos(2*theta)];
ql=[l j; j 1]; %1/sqrt(2) comes out as a scalar
p=[O; 1]; %Source Light Polarization
CP=0.5*q2*load*ql*p %0.5 comes from the 2 QWP scalar
%Combination of 2 Polar and 2 Quarter
thetap=O*pi/180;
thetaql=45*pi/180;
thetald=45*pi/180;
thetaq2=135*pi/180;
%%%Changed it to 45degrees
Rp=[cos(thetap) sin(thetap); -sin(thetap) cos(thetap)];
Rpt=Rp';
Rql=[cos(thetaql) sin(thetaql)
radian
Rqlt=Rql';
Rld=[cos(thetald) sin(thetald)
radian
Rldt=Rld';
Rq2=[cos(thetaq2) sin(thetaq2)
radian
Rq2t=Rq2';
-sin(thetaql)
-sin (thetald)
-sin(thetaq2)
cos(thetaql)];
cos(thetald)];
cos(thetaq2)1;
vaulated radian
%Evaulated
%Evaulated
%Evaulated
Jql=(Rqlt*Mqvert*Rql);
Jq2=(Rq2t*Mqvert*Rq2);
Jload=(Rldt*Mload*Rld)
Jql=[l j; j 1]
Jq2=[1 -j; -j 11
test=0.5*Jq2*Jload*Jql*p
testl=0.5*Jq2*load*Jql*p
test2=0.5*Jq2*load*Jql*p
test4=(1/sqrt(2))*load*Jql*p
d=sin(deltan/2)*cos(2*thetald) - sin(deltan/2)*sin(2*thetald)*i
%Test Evaluations of numbers in symbolic form
% theta=45*(pi/180); %radian angle
theta=sym(theta) %symbolic angle
Rl=[cos(theta) sin(theta); -sin(theta) cos(theta)]
Rlt=Rl';
%Evaulated radian
phi=sym('phi', 'real')
phi=0:0.01:pi/ 2 ;
phi=sym(phi);
M=[exp(-j*phi) 0; 0 exp(j*phi)]
clear; clc
%Light Intensity Ratio
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a
%
%
%
%Parameters
%Initial Parameters
L=0.127; %[m] Length of the electrode ~5"
Bt=2e-15; %[m/V^2] Kerr constant Transformer Oil
Bpc=2e-12; %[m/V^2] Kerr constant Propylene Carbonate
g=0.0022; %[m] gap spacing between electrodes
Umax=50e3; %[V] Voltage applied across the eletrodes
Umin=0;
BStmin=12e6; %[V/m] Breakdown Strength of Transformer Oil
BStmax=24e6;
n=100; %Number of data points
E=linspace(Umin/g,Umax/g,n);
BStmin=linspace(BStmin,BStmin,n); BStmax=linspace(BStmax,BStmax,n);
BSty=linspace(0,1,n);
tal=linspace (45,-50,10)
for i=1:10
tp=45; ta=tal(i);%-44;
Ie(:,i)=(cosd(ta-
tp)).^2.*cos(pi*Bt*L*E.^2).^2+(cosd(ta+tp)).A2.*sin(pi*Bt*L*E.^2).^2;
le0(:,i)=(cosd(ta-tp)).^2*(1);
Irat (: ,i)=Ie (: ,i) ./Ie (: ,1) ;
%Iratl=4500/1800; Eratl=interpl(Irat,E,Iratl)
end
figure(l)
%plot (E, Ie, E, IeO, E, Irat)
plot(E,Irat); grid; axis([min(E) 2.5e7 0 10])
CPAP=cos(2*pi*Bt*L*E.^2/2).^2;
CPCP=sin(2*pi*Bt*L*E.^2/2).^2;
Presemi=l+sin(2*pi*Bt*L*E.^2);
PA=cos(2*pi*Bt*L*E.^2/2).^2;
%%%%%%%%%%%%Check
%Circ. Polar. Alligned Polarizers
%Presemi Polarscope => 1 Quarter WP
%Only Polarizer and Analyzer
figure (2)
%plot(E,CPAP,E,CPCP,E,Presemi,E,PA, BStmin,BSty,BStmax,BSty,E,Ie, 'kx');
plot(E,Ie,'kx',E,PA,'ko',E,CPCP,E,CPAP,BStmin,BSty,BStmax,BSty); grid;
title('Polariscope Configurations for Transformer Oil')
ylabel('Light Intensity Ratio'); xlabel('Electric Field [V/m]');
legend('LP Cross. Polar.','LP Align. Polar.','CP Cross. Polar.', 'CP Al
Polar.',...
'12 kV/mm => 24kV', '24 kV/mm => 48kV', 'Location', 'NorthWest')
%'SouthOutside')
tp=45; ta=-44;
Ie=(cosd(ta-
tp)).^2.*cos(pi*Bt*L*E.^2).^2+(cosd(ta+tp)).^2.*sin(pi*Bt*L*E.^2).^2;
IeO=(cosd(ta-tp)).^2*(l);
e=solve ('0.9997* (sin (7.9796e-016*x^2) ^2) =12'
Matlab Code for Kerr Effect Idealized Cases
% --------------------------------------------------------------------------
%Title: Jones Matrix Optics Code
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grid;
ign.
%Date Started:2012/10/18
%Date Revised:2012/10/19
%Programmer: Kendall Nowocin
%Purpose: Takes the light polarization and determines the polarization
%after various optical components
%---------------------------------------------------------------------~~--
clear; clc
%Light Intensity Ratio
%Initial Parameters
L=0.127; %[m] Length of the electrode ~5"
Bt=2e-15; %[m/V^2] Kerr constant Transformer Oil
Bpc=2e-12; ,[m/V^2] Kerr constant Propylene Carbonate
g=0.0022; %[m] gap spacing between electrodes
Umax=50e3; %[V] Voltage applied across the eletrodes
Umin=O;
BStmin=12e6; %[V/m] Breakdown Strength of Transformer Oil
BStmax=24e6;
n=100; %Number of data points
eps=2.2*8.8541878176e-12; %[F/m] permittivity
E=linspace(Umin/g,Umax/g,n);
BStmin=linspace(BStmin,BStmin,n); BStmax=linspace(BStmax,BStmax,n);
BSty=linspace(0,1,n);
U=30e3; %[Vi Voltage applied across the electrode
gappix=round(g*1000/8*1004); %Number of pixels in the gap
%IO => Intensity of light of background (No Voltage)
%IE => Intensity of light during test (Voltage)
Eav=U/g; %[V/m] Average Electric Field
CPAP=cos(2*pi*Bt*L*E.^2/2).^2; %Circ. Polar. Alligned Polarizers
CPCP=sin(2*pi*Bt*L*E.^2/2).^2;
Presemi=l+sin(2*pi*Bt*L*E.^2); %Presemi Polarscope => 1 Quarter WP
PA=sin(2*pi*Bt*L*E.^2/2).^2; %Only Polarizer and Analyzer
%%%%%%%%%%%%Check
% figure(l)
% plot(E,CPAP,E,CPCP,E,Presemi,E,PA, BStmin,BSty,BStmax,BSty); grid;
title('Polariscope Configurations for Transformer Oil')
% ylabel('Light Intensity Ratio'); xlabel('Electric Field [V/mi');
% legend('CP Align Polar', 'CP Cross Polar', 'Presemi', 'Pol and Ana',...
% '12 kV/mm => 24kV', '24 kV/mm => 48kV', 'Location', 'Best')
%'SouthOutside')
%This is an ideal light intesity ratio
n=1002; noise=2000; signalO=10000; signall=10000;%+([l:gappix);
pixels=1:n;
IOcpap=[noise*ones(l, (n-gappix)/2) signalO.*ones(l,gappix) noise*ones(l, (n-
gappix)/2)];
Ilcpap=[noise*ones(l, (n-gappix)/2) 0.9668*signall.*ones(l,gappix)
noise*ones(1, (n-gappix)/2)];
Ecpap=(1/(pi*Bt*L)*acos(sqrt(I1cpap./IOcpap))) .(1/2);
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Eavgcpap=mean(Ecpap(360:640));
figure (2)
subplot(2,2,1); plot(pixels,I0cpap, pixels,Ilcpap); grid;
legend('IO CPAP', 'Il CPAP'); axis([0 1005 0 15000]);
subplot(2,2,2); plot(pixels,Ecpap, pixels,Eavgcpap, pixels,Eav*ones(l,n));
grid;
legend('E CPAP','E avg CPAP', 'Eav'); axis([0 1005 0 25e6]);
%Charge density
y=(diff(Ecpap)/8e-6)*eps; %[coul/m^3] Guass's Law Div E=p/eps => space
charge
subplot(2,2,3); plot(y); grid; %axis([0 1005 -1500e-6 1500e-6]);
Iratio=Ilcpap./IOcpap;
Eratio=Ecpap./(Eav*ones(1,n));
Pratio=diff(Eratio);
subplot(2,2,4); plot(pixels, Iratio, pixels,Eratio, pixels(1:n-1),Pratio);
grid;
legend('I ratio', 'E ratio', 'P ratio'); axis([0 1005 -2 2]);
%This displays the various checks Enormalized => 1 and rho summed => 0
fprintf('E expected U/gap \t\t\t\t\t %6.3d [kv/m]\n', Eav);
fprintf('E calculated from light intensity \t %6.3d [kv/m]\n',
mean(Eavgcpap));
Eavgdiff=((Eav-mean(Eavgcpap))/Eav)*100;
fprintf('\nAverage E field difference \t\t\t %6.3f%% \n',Eavgdiff);
Enorm=sum(Eratio)/gappix;
fprintf('E norm calc summed over gap (Ratio) -f \n',Enorm);
rho=sum(y); rhor=sum(Pratio);
fprintf('\nRho calc summed over gap (diff) \t %f [coul/m^3]\n', rho);
fprintf('Rho calc summed over gap (Ratio) \t %f [coul/m^3]\n', rhor);
Matlab Code for Reading Data and Saving as BK and HV
% --------------------------------------------------------------------------
%Title: High Voltage Impulse Modulation Code
%Date Started:2011/12/1
%Date Revised:2012/10/8
%Programmer: Kendall Nowocin
%Purpose: Takes the intensity of bk and hv and gets an average value over
%the time window.
%3---------------------------------------------------------------------------
clear; clc
%% Initial Parameters
L=0.127; %[m] Length of the electrode ~5"
Bt=2e-15; %[m/V^2] Kerr constant Transformer Oil
Bpc=2e-12; %[m/V^2] Kerr constant Propylene Carbonate
g=0.0022; %[m] gap spacing between electrodes
%U=17e3; %[V] Voltage applied across the eletrodes
U=0;
gappix=round(g*1000/8*1004); %Number of pixels in the gap
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Eavgcpap=Eavgcpap.*ones(1,n);
%% Intensity
%IO => Intensity of light of background (No Voltage)
%IE => Intensity of light during test (Voltage)
Eav=U/g; %[V/m] Average Electric Field
load('MS ThesisData Names.mat')
file=files
for g=[1:length(file)]
%It may be better to specify the row and column number or find it
%generically write some of the stuff in the for loops section
%choose the file to read by dlmread
N=50; %Total number of frames to use
numbk=file(g);%10100200000000; %number of background file Note:# before
first file
numhv=file(g);%10100200000000; %number of test file Note: # before first
file
name=[num2str(numbk+l),'.asc'];
a=dlmread(name, '');
[row col]=size(a);
x=2:col; %Column number
fprintf('Set: %4.2d\n',file(g))
%For loop to grab specified frame number of images
sumbk=O;
for i=l:N %The number of images
%background light intensity
numO=num bk+(2*i-1); %File plus frame number wanted
nameO=[num2str(numO),'.asc']; %Converts the number to a string
x bk=dlmread(nameO);
x-bk=rot90(xbk(:,2:col));
%high voltage data process
numhv=numhv+(2*i);
namel=[num2str(numhv),'.asc'];
x_hv=dlmread(namel);
x-hv=rot90(x-hv(:,2:col));
bkcube(:,:,i)=xbk;
hvcube(:,:,i)=x_hv;
fprintf('Image: %4.2d\n',i)
%File plus frame number wanted
%Converts the number to a string
%vector of each grid image=> cube
[rowbk colbk]=size(xbk);
% yO=(x bk); %Image looking at the camera and back to the testcell
% %yO=rot9O(yO); %Image looking at the camera and front to the testcell
% figure(l)
image(yO,'CDataMapping','scaled'); title('Corrected Data Background');
colorbar()
for j=l:colbk average over the shots/series.time
nrowpixelsbk=reshape (bkcube(:, j, :) ,rowbk,N);
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end
avgpixelsbk(:,j)=mean(nrowpixelsbk,2); %avg over shots of the row
stdpixelsbk(:,j)=std(nrowpixelsbk,0,2); %std over shots
nrowpixelshv=reshape(hv cube(:,j,:),rowbk,N);
avgpixelshv(:,j)=mean(nrowpixelshv,2); %avg over shots
stdpixelshv(:,j)=std(nrowpixelshv,0,2); %std over shots
end
%% Ploting over shots
figure(2) %center pixel over shots
pixelbk=reshape(bk cube(500,500,:),l,N); 'vector of one pixel
pixelhv=reshape(hv cube(500,500,:),1,N);
plot(l:N, pixelbk, 1:N, pixelhv, N/2,mean(pixelbk),'o',
N/2,mean(pixelhv),'o',...
N/2+1,std(pixelbk),'ro', N/2+1,std(pixelhv),'ro')%, 4, var
grid;
title('Light Intensity at I Pixel
xlabel('Shot # in Time [delta t=1
legend('In Time bk','In Time hv',
in time
(pixel) , 'bo'
Over Time'); ylabel('Light Intensity');
sec.]');
'bk Mean', 'hv Mean', 'bk Std', 'hv Std');
figure(3) %avg over shots
image (avgpixelsbk,'CDataMapping','scaled'); title('Ave
over N Images');
colorbar()
figure(4) %std over shots
image(stdpixelsbk,'CDataMapping','scaled'); ti
over N Images');
colorbar()
figure(5) 'std/avg over shots
image(stdpixelsbk./avgpixelsbk,'CDataMapping',
Intensity over N Images');
colorbar()
rage Light Intensity
tle('Std of Light Intensity
'scaled'); title('Std/Avg Light
high=400;
low=400;
left=200;
right=200;
figure (6)
gridavgbk=mean(avgpixelsbk(high:rowbk-low,
gridavghv=mean(avgpixelshv(high:rowbk-low,
[r c]=size(gridavgbk);
plot(l:c, gridavgbk, 1:c,gridavghv); grid;
title('Average over a section of pixels')
left:colbk-right),I);
left:colbk-right),1);
legend('bk', 'hv');
e=stdpixelsbk./avgpixelsbk; h=e(high:rowbk-low,left:colbk-right);
figure (7)
mesh(h); colorbar; title('Std/Avg of BK Shot')
i=stdpixelshv./avgpixelshv; j=i(high:rowbk-low,left:colbk-right);
figure (8)
mesh(j); colorbar; title('Std/Avg of HV Shot')
%This takes the difference between the grid avg of the subsection
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a=gridavghv-gridavgbk;
figure (9)
plot(r:c,a./gridavgbk); grid; title('Difference in Average Light Percentage')
% This takes the difference between the grid avg of the subsection
a=gridavghv-gridavgbk;
figure (10)
plot(r:c,a./gridavgbk, r:c,o./p, r:c, (q./u)+4); grid; title('Difference in
Average Light Percentage')
%Determine the Electric Field
delta=0.03; %delta=0.0065;
iratio=gridavghv./gridavgbk;
Esqr=asin(sqrt(delta* (iratio-1)))/ (pi*Bt*L);
E=sqrt(Esqr);
figure (11)
plot(r:c, E); grid
%% This section is for determining the gap
% for i=l:row-gappix
% e(i)=sum(sumI0(i:i+gappix));
end
[value2, index2]=max(e)
line2=value2*ones(i,gappix);
% [short,long] =movavg(sumI0,gappix/2,gappix,0);
r=l:row;
[value, index]=max(short)
[valuel,indexl]=max(long)
line=7e6*ones(l,gappix);
% linev=value*ones(l,gappix);
linel=valuel*ones(l,gappix);
figure(2); plot(r, sumIO, r,long, r,short, [201:200+gappix], line,'o'...
[index-gappix/2+1:index+gappix/2),linev, [indexl-
gappix+l:indexl],linel...
[l:row-gappix],e/2.5e2, [index2:index2+gappix-1],line2/2.5e2);
legend('orginal', 'full', 'half', 'line', 'halfline', 'fullline', 'sum',
'sumline')
%% This section is for plotting 3D. It is processor intensive.
figure (10)
%[X Y)=meshgjrid(1:row, 1:col-l);
% surf (X,Y,y0)
figure(20)
% image(avgpixelsbk,'CDataMapping','scaled'); title('Corrected Data
Background');
colorbar()
figure (21)
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% image(avgpixelshv,'CDataMapping', 'scaled'); title('Corrected Data
Background');
% colorbar()
name=[num2str(numbk),'bk.asc'];
dlmwrite(name,avgpixelsbk);
name=[num2str(numhv),'hv.asc'];
dlmwrite(name,avgpixelshv);
tb=dlmread([num2str(num bk),'bk.asc']);
figure (21)
image(tb,'CDataMapping','scaled'); title
colorbar()
figure(22)
image(tb-ta, 'CDataMapping', 'scaled'); ti
% colorbar()
('Corrected Data Background');
tle('Corrected Data Background');
8between the read and write there are some, but small differences?
end
% files=untitled;
% save('MS ThesisDataNames.mat','')
Matlab Code for Wiener Filter and Gap dimensions
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
%Title: High Voltage Impulse Modulation Code
%Date Started:2011/12/1
%Date Revised:2012/10/8
%Programmer: Kendall Nowocin
%Purpose: Takes the bk and hv light intensity applies the wiener filter and
%saves the new image as a text file with "bkwf" or "hvwf" the gap pixel
%values are determined as well.
clear; clc
%% Initial Parameters
L=0.127; %[m] Length of the electrode -5"
Bt=2e-15; %[m/V^2] Kerr constant Transformer Oil
Bpc=2e-12; %[m/V^2] Kerr constant Propylene Carbonate
g=0.0021; %[m] gap spacing between electrodes
U=[20e3 30e3]; %[V] Voltage applied across the eletrodes
%U=0;
gappix=round(g*1000/8*1004);
Intensity
%IO => Intensity
%IE => Intensity
Eav=U/g;
of
of
%Number of pixels in the gap
light of background (No Voltage)
light during test (Voltage)
%[V/m] Average Electric Field
load('MS ThesisDataNames.mat')
file=files
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g=[1 5 9 13]%1:length(file) %[2]%,6,10,14] 5length(file)
%choose the file to read by dlmread
%number of background file Note:# before first file
num bk=file(g);%10100200000000;
%number of test file Note: # before first file
num hv=file(g);%10100200000000;
name=[num2str(num bk),'bk.asc'];
a=dlmread(name);
[row col]=size(a);
x=2:col; %Column number
fprintf('Set: %4.2d\n',file(g))
avgpixelsbk=dlmread([num2str(num bk),'bk.asc']);
avgpixelshv=dlmread([num2str(numbk), 'hv.asc']);
favgbk=wiener2(avgpixelsbk, [25 5]);
favghv=wiener2(avgpixelshv, [25 5]);
name=[num2str(numbk),'bkwf.asc']; %Wiener Filter Saved
dlmwrite(name,favgbk);
name=[num2str(numhv),'hvwf.asc'];
dlmwrite (name,favghv);
Code for finding the gap
high=400; low=600;
left=l; right=1000;
%Gap Size Using floating avverage
%gridavgbk=mean(avgpixelsbk(high:low,left:right),l);
%gridavghv=mean(avgpixelshv(high:low,left:right),l);
gridavgbk=mean(favgbk(high:low,left:right),l);
gridavghv=mean(favghv(high:low,left:right),1);
[r c]=size (gridavgbk);
bkl=zeros(size(gridavgbk)); hvl=bkl; %size and clearing
spacing=(round(gappix*0.90));
for i=l:c-spacing %80% of gap
bkl(i)=sum(gridavgbk(i:i+spacing));
hvl(i)=sum(gridavgbk(i:i+spacing));
end
for i=spacing:c
bkr(i)=sum(gridavgbk(i-spacing+l:i));
hvr(i)=sum(gridavgbk(i-spacing+l:i));
end
gapavg=[0.9*bkl'/mean(bkl) hvl'/mean(hvl) gridavgbk'/mean(gridavgbk)
gridavghv'/mean(gridavghv) 0.9*bkr'/mean(bkr) hvr'/mean(hvr)];
figure(21), plot(gapavg); grid;
title('Edge Detection using Iratio: Pixel of Maximum Window')
xlabel('Column pixel value'); ylabel('Magnitude')
legend('Bk for. window','HV for. window','Bk Iratio','Hv Iratio',...
'Bk rev. window','HV rev. window');
[valbk indbk]=max(gridavgbk'/mean(gridavgbk));
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n=1;
for
[valhv indhvl=max(gridavghv'/mean(gridavghv));
[lvalbk lindbk]=max(bkl); [lvalhv lindhv]=max(hvl);
[rvalbk rindbk]=max(bkr); [rvalhv rindhv]=max(hvr);
%rindbk=(lindbk+spacing); rindhv=(lindhv+spacing);
fprintf('%4.2d\t%4.2d\t%4.2d\t%4.2d\n',lindbk, lindhv, rindbk,rindhv)
%(lindbk+spacing), (lindhv+spacing))
gaprange(g,:)=[lindbk lindhv rindbk rindhv indbk indhv];
end
Matlab for Generic Plotting of Figures as a Published Resport
_%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
-Title: High Voltage Impulse Modulation Code
%Date Started:2011/12/1
%Date Revised:2012/10/8
%Programmer: Kendall Nowocin
%Purpose: Takes the intensity of light from camera and determines the
%electric field across the gap
clear; clc
tic;
%% Initial Parameters
L=0.127; %[m] Length of the electrode ~5"
Bt=2e-15; %[m/V^2] Kerr constant Transformer Oil
Bpc=2e-12; %[m/V^2] Kerr constant Propylene Carbonate
gp=0.0021; %[m] gap spacing between electrodes
U=[20e3 30e3]; %[V] Voltage applied across the eletrodes
%U=0;
gappix=round(gp*1000/8*1004); %Number of pixels in the gap
Intensity
%IO => Intensity of light of background (No Voltage)
%IE => Intensity of light during test (Voltage)
Eav=U/gp; %[V/m] Average Electric Field
load('MS ThesisDataNames.mat')
load('Data')
file=files;
n=1;
for i=[2:2];% 9-12 length(file)%[l 5 9 13]%1:length(file) %[2]%,6,10,14]
%length(file)
r=[1 5 9 13; 33 37 41 45; 81 85 89 93; 145 149 153 157];
%g=[(4*i-3):4*i];
g=r(i,:);
[a b]=size (g);
name=file(g); name=num2str(name); el=[name(:,1:2); name(:,3:4)];
pol=name(:,5); volt=name(:,6:7); time=140+str2num(name(:,8:10));
sec=char('us','us','us','us'); s=char(' ',' , ,' ');
v=char('kV','kV','kV','kV');
ele={'Titanium';'Aluminum Chrome-Coated';'Aluminum Unpolished';'Stainless
Steel 316'};
for i=a:2*b %This is for naming the electrodes
if el(i,1:2)=='91'
elec(i)=ele(1)
elseif el(i,1:2)=='10'
elec(i)=ele (2);
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elseif el(i,1:2)=='13'
elec (i) =ele (3)
else
elec (i) =ele (4)
end
end
thold=elec;
for i=a:b
if pol(i)=='l'
pol(i)=char('+');
else
pol(i)=char('-');
normed(:,g(i))=flipud(normed(:,g(i)));
version if negative polarity
elec(i)=thold(i+4); elec(i+4)=thold(i);
end
This is the flipped
end
leg=strcat([pol volt v s num2str(time) sec]);
normed(:,g(2))=flipud(1-normed(:,g(2)))+1 ---------------------------
figure (n)
plot(linspace(0,1,238),normed(:,g)); grid
a'b','r','g',' Ga S c ,'bo' ' ' ro' ('go','lzco']
xlabel('Normalized Gap Spacing (~2mm gap)'); ylabel('Normalized E
Field') ;
legend(leg,'Location','SouthOutside','Orientation',
axis([0 1 0.75 1.25]);
%title(['Temperature is ',num2str(c),'C'])
title(['+ Electrode: ' elec{1} ' and - Electrode:
%20 and 30 kV at 100us']);
annotation('textarrow', [.2 .2], [.16 .2], 'String',
annotation('textarrow', [.83 .83], [.16 .2], 'String'
disp(['+ Electrode: ' elec{l} ' and - Electrode:
n=n+1;
%pause (3)
end
'horizontal');
elec{5}])
'+ Electrode')
'- Electrode'
elec{5}]);
C. Electrode Dimensions
Electrode Data
1st Elect. Dim. [mm] 2nd Elect. Dim. [mm] Difference [mm]
Number Length Width Height Length Width Height Width Height Width Height
2 127.06 25.40 12.75 0.07 0.03 0 0
127.06 25.47 12.78
3 127.10 25.43 12.80 127.09 25.44 12.78 0.05 0 0.03 0.02
25.38 12.80 25.41 12.76
4 127.24 25.30 12.60 127.11 25.32 12.59 0.03 0.07 0.02 0.02
25.27 12.67 25.30 12.61
5 127.13 25.49 12.73 127.16 25.46 12.69 0.06 0 0.03 0.03
25.43 12.73 25.43 12.72
6 127.38 27.14 14.96 127.35 27.14 14.97 0.01 0 0.03 0.01
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;
);
27.15 14.96 27.11 14.98
7 127.36 26.25 12.66 127.40 26.50 12.67 0.1 0.01 0 0
26.35 12.65 26.50 12.67
8 127.24 26.29 12.72 127.26 26.31 12.71 0 0.01 0.01 0.02
26.29 12.71 26.30 12.73
9 0 0 0 0
10 127.09 25.55 12.71 127.05 25.54 12.71 0 0.07 0.02 0
25.55 12.78 25.56 12.71
11 127.12 25.31 12.61 127.08 25.29 12.62 0 0 0.01 0.01
25.31 12.61 25.30 12.63
12 127.20 25.40 12.69 127.28 25.41 12.68 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.03
25.46 12.70 25.42 12.71
13 127.27 25.48 12.70 127.36 25.39 12.66 0.06 0.01 0.02 0.03
25.42 12.69 25.41 12.69
14 127.22 26.78 16.04 127.15 26.69 16.15 0.07 0.04 0.06 0.2
26.71 16.00 26.75 15.95
15 127.13 25.34 12.65 127.21 25.31 12.64 0.01 0.05 0.02 0
25.33 12.70 25.33 12.64
16 127.18 27.06 13.36 127.17 27.07 13.37 0.02 0 0.03 0
27.04 13.36 27.04 13.37
17 127.26 25.45 12.70 127.22 25.35 12.68 0.1 0.05 0.04 0.07
25.35 12.65 25.31 12.61
18 127.15 25.33 12.60 127.15 25.31 12.60 0.03 0 0.01 0.01
25.30 12.60 25.30 12.61
19 0 0 0 0
20 127.23 26.18 12.72 127.25 27.18 12.58 0.43 0.02 0.28 0.03
26.61 12.70 26.90 12.61
21 0 0 0 0
22 127.01 26.04 12.58 127.00 25.99 12.58 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.02
26.01 12.54 26.02 12.56
23 127.11 26.47 12.96 127.07 26.91 13.03 0.18 0 0.2 0.07
26.65 12.96 26.71 12.96
24 127.21 25.41 12.66 127.20 25.40 12.69 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.01
25.40 12.71 25.41 12.70
25 127.21 25.95 13.05 127.09 25.90 13.05 0.02 0.04 0 0.03
25.93 13.09 25.90 13.08
26 127.07 25.84 12.59 127.28 25.82 12.65 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.03
_ 25.81 12.60 25.80 12.62 _ _ 1 1 _ 1
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27 127.11 27.95 13.32 127.23 28.16 13.29 0.27 0 0.12 0.02
27.68 13.32 28.04 13.31
This is the statistics on the electrode dimensions.
Ist Electrode Dim. [mm] 2nd Electrode Dim. [mm]
Length Width Height Length Width Height
max 127.38 27.95 16.04 127.40 28.16 16.15
min 127.01 25.27 12.54 127.00 25.29 12.56
diff 0.37 2.68 3.50 0.40 2.87 3.59
avg 127.20 26.61 14.29 127.20 26.73 14.36
127.17 25.95 13.01 127.19 26.03 13.01
D. Data Tables of Test
Left Gap Pixel Right Gap Pixel Max Value Pixel
File Name Index BK HV BK HV BK HV
91910200000000 1 338 338 575 575 553 549
91910201000000 2 338 338 576 576 553 549
91910202500000 3 339 339 576 576 549 543
91910204000000 4 340 340 577 577 553 549
91911200000000 5 336 336 574 574 549 444
91911201000000 6 338 338 576 576 549 549
91911202500000 7 339 339 576 576 553 549
91911204000000 8 335 335 572 572 549 443
91910300000000 9 335 335 573 573 549 549
91910301000000 10 335 335 572 572 549 549
91910302500000 11 335 335 572 572 549 477
91910304000000 12 336 336 573 573 549 465
91911300000000 13 338 338 576 576 549 549
91911301000000 14 338 338 575 575 549 549
91911302500000 15 336 336 574 574 553 444
91911304000000 16 337 337 574 574 553 465
91100200000000 17 338 338 575 575 387 399
91100201000000 18 338 338 575 575 386 397
91100202500000 19 338 338 576 576 387 397
91100204000000 20 338 338 576 576 387 397
91101200000000 21 394 394 632 632 421 421
91101201000000 22 395 395 632 632 421 424
91101202500000 23 394 394 631 631 421 424
91101204000000 24 395 395 632 632 420 424
91100300000000 25 335 335 573 573 419 415
91100301000000 26 333 333 571 571 449 414
91100302500000 27 334 334 571 571 415 409
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91100304000000 28 331 331 569 569 415 435
91101300000000 29 394 394 631 631 421 424
91101301000000 30 394 394 631 631 421 424
91101302500000 31 393 393 631 631 417 424
91101304000000 32 394 394 631 631 417 424
10100200000000 33 455 455 692 692 639 487
10100201000000 34 457 457 695 695 492 647
10100202500000 35 458 458 695 695 492 647
10100204000000 36 458 458 696 696 494 645
10101200000000 37 456 456 694 694 492 495
10101201000000 38 456 456 694 694 494 495
10101202500000 39 456 456 694 694 495 495
10101204000000 40 457 457 694 694 495 495
10100300000000 41 453 453 691 691 492 485
10100301000000 42 452 452 689 689 492 483
10100302500000 43 452 452 690 690 492 483
10100304000000 44 453 453 691 691 492 485
10101300000000 45 458 458 695 695 495 495
10101301000000 46 458 458 695 695 495 495
10101302500000 47 457 457 695 695 492 492
10101304000000 48 458 458 695 695 492 492
13910200000000 49 395 395 633 633 607 607
13910201000000 50 395 395 633 633 607 599
13910202500000 51 395 395 633 633 599 607
13910204000000 52 396 396 633 633 607 599
13911200000000 53 395 395 633 633 607 607
13911201000000 54 395 395 633 633 607 599
13911202500000 55 395 395 633 633 599 599
13911204000000 56 395 395 633 633 607 599
13910300000000 57 391 391 628 628 599 599
13910301000000 58 391 391 628 628 599 599
13910302500000 59 391 391 629 629 599 599
13910304000000 60 392 392 630 630 599 599
13911300000000 61 396 396 633 633 607 607
13911301000000 62 397 397 635 635 607 435
13911302500000 63 396 396 633 633 607 607
13911304000000 64 396 396 634 634 607 599
13100200000000 65 410 410 647 647 619 611
13100201000000 66 410 410 648 648 619 608
13100202500000 67 410 410 647 647 619 607
13100204000000 68 410 410 647 647 619 607
13101200000000 69 408 408 646 646 619 619
13101201000000 70 408 408 645 645 611 611
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13101202500000 71 408 408 645 645 613 611
13101204000000 72 409 409 647 647 613 477
13100300000000 73 408 408 646 646 617 608
13100301000000 74 406 406 644 644 613 611
13100302500000 75 405 405 642 642 613 619
13100304000000 76 401 401 639 639 608 619
13101300000000 77 405 405 643 643 608 619
13101301000000 78 406 406 643 643 613 619
13101302500000 79 408 408 645 645 619 619
13101304000000 80 407 407 645 645 618 619
13130200000000 81 444 444 682 682 598 477
13130201000000 82 444 444 681 681 477 491
13130202500000 83 446 446 683 683 491 491
13130204000000 84 445 445 683 683 491 598
13131200000000 85 443 443 681 681 491 491
13131201000000 86 443 443 681 681 491 491
13131202500000 87 443 443 680 680 477 491
13131204000000 88 442 442 680 680 491 491
13130300000000 89 426 426 663 663 636 549
13130301000000 90 423 423 660 660 637 548
13130302500000 91 421 421 659 659 636 549
13130304000000 92 420 420 658 658 549 549
13131300000000 93 442 442 680 680 477 491
13131301000000 94 442 442 680 680 491 491
13131302500000 95 425 425 662 662 549 637
13131304000000 96 423 423 661 661 549 549
24910200000000 97 388 388 626 626 533 533
24910201000000 98 388 388 625 625 533 533
24910202500000 99 388 388 626 626 533 537
24910204000000 100 389 389 626 626 533 535
24911200000000 101 387 387 625 625 533 513
24911201000000 102 387 387 624 624 533 533
24911202500000 103 387 387 624 624 511 514
24911204000000 104 387 387 624 624 533 511
24910300000000 105 392 392 629 629 537 517
24910301000000 106 391 391 628 628 538 599
24910302500000 107 390 390 628 628 538 538
24910304000000 108 391 391 628 628 537 538
24911300000000 109 389 389 626 626 533 513
24911301000000 110 389 389 626 626 533 511
24911302500000 111 388 388 626 626 537 514
24911304000000 112 388 388 626 626 537 511
24100200000000 113 477 477 715 715 689 679
94
24100201000000 114 479 479 717 717 693 618
24100202500000 115 484 484 722 722 698 599
24100204000000 116 485 485 722 722 707 599
24101200000000 117 489 489 726 726 711 709
24101201000000 118 495 495 733 733 715 718
24101202500000 119 504 504 742 742 726 737
24101204000000 120 502 502 739 739 725 733
24100300000000 121 492 492 730 730 655 655
24100301000000 122 492 492 729 729 655 655
24100302500000 123 492 492 730 730 711 655
24100304000000 124 492 492 730 730 655 655
24101300000000 125 497 497 735 735 715 719
24101301000000 126 489 489 727 727 709 707
24101302500000 127 489 489 726 726 707 707
24101304000000 128 487 487 724 724 707 707
24130200000000 129 424 424 661 661 636 635
24130201000000 130 423 423 661 661 636 636
24130202500000 131 423 423 661 661 636 637
24130204000000 132 425 425 663 663 637 637
24131200000000 133 429 429 666 666 637 645
24131201000000 134 429 429 667 667 637 645
24131202500000 135 429 429 666 666 637 645
24131204000000 136 429 429 666 666 637 645
24130300000000 137 425 425 663 663 637 637
24130301000000 138 425 425 662 662 637 637
24130302500000 139 425 425 662 662 637 637
24130304000000 140 423 423 660 660 636 633
24131300000000 141 425 425 663 663 637 637
24131301000000 142 425 425 662 662 637 637
24131302500000 143 426 426 663 663 637 637
24131304000000 144 427 427 664 664 637 637
24240200000000 145 390 390 627 627 598 598
24240201000000 146 389 389 627 627 598 598
24240202500000 147 389 389 627 627 598 598
24240204000000 148 390 390 627 627 599 599
24241200000000 149 390 390 628 628 598 598
24241201000000 150 391 391 629 629 599 598
24241202500000 151 389 389 627 627 598 593
24241204000000 152 390 390 628 628 598 593
24240300000000 153 386 386 624 624 598 598
24240301000000 154 393 393 630 630 599 599
24240302500000 155 393 393 630 630 599 598
24240304000000 156 393 393 631 631 599 598
95
24241300000000 157 391 391 629 629 598 598
24241301000000 158 391 391 629 629 598 598
24241302500000 159 391 391 629 629 598 593
24241304000000 160 391 391 629 629 598 593
E. Electrode Breakdown Matrix
This is the current electrical breakdown chart. The blue highlight the test of 16
combinations Kerr measurements done. The breakdown tests results are a future work project.
Titanium
Copper 110
Copper 182
Brass 360
Brass 464
Bronze 594 UP
2
3
4
5
6
Bronze 954 PG 7
Bronze 932 8
Alum. 6061 Chrome 10=
Alum, 6061 An 11
Alum. 2024 UP 12
Alum. 7075 UP 13
Iron Cast 14
Steel 1018 Ni Coat 15
Steel 4140/4142 UP 16
Steel 4140/4142 17
Steel 1018 UP 18
Stainless Steel 303 20
S Steel 304 Brushed 21
S Steel 304 UP 22
S Steel 309 UP 23
S Steel 316 UP 24
S Steel 440C UP 25
S Steel 17-4PH UP 26
SSteel31UP 27
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 12 13 14
37. 10
34.82
33.80
33.35 52.00
34.06
38.01
34.21 34.61
15 16 17 18 20 21 22 23 24
29.14
39.02
38.36
38.87 42.00
39.38
39.58
38.52
37.81
32.08
33.96 40.44 42.17
47.00
96
25 26 27
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